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INTRODUCTION 
1 Univariate Autoregressive Processes 
Estimation and inference for autoregressive processes has been an active research 
area in statistics for many years. Estimation for autoregressive processes lacks a unified 
solution because the properties of the estimators depend on the unknown parameters 
and the rates of convergence to limiting distributions are functions of the parameters of 
interest. Consider the p-th order univariate autoregressive process 
+ Ut 
ut = + a2Ut-2-I 1-QpUt_p + Cj (1) 
where et ~ //(O, cr^), and is a deterministic mean function of Fj. If all the roots of 
the autoregressive polynomial 
—  • • •  —  O p  ( 2 )  
axe less thaji one in absolute value, then under suitable condition on the initial obser­
vations, the process Ut is a stationary process. However, if (2) has a root on the unit 
circle, the process is nonstationeury. The case that has received considerable attention is 
2 
when the largest root is equal to one. In the raparameterized form 
Ut = 6\Ut-\ + + • • • + ^ pAuj_p+i + ej (3) 
the condition that the largest root is equal to one is equivalent to ,0i = 1 where 0i is 
the sum of the autoregressive coefficients in (2). 
Results on the limiting distributions of the least squares estimators of the coefficients 
of (3) can be found in Majin and VVald (1943), Anderson (1959), White (1958,1959), 
Dickey and Fuller (1979), Fuller (1996) and the papers cited there in. Results pertaining 
to the limiting distributions when the largest root of (2) is in a neighborhood of one are 
derived in Chan and Wei (1987, 1988), Phillips (1987), Jeganathan (1991). 
When the process is stationary —  d )  converges to a limiting normal distri­
bution, where 9 is the ordinary least squares estimator of and n is the number of 
observations. When the process has a unit root, n{9i — 1) converges to nonstandard lim­
iting distribution which is a function of the Standard Browninan Motion. Least squares 
estimators of the rest of the coefficients in (3) converge to limiting normal distributions 
at the rate and the limiting normai distribution is independent of the limiting dis-
tribution of n[9i — 1). One interesting fact is that the limiting distribution of n[6i — 1), 
where 9^ is computed based on the residuals from the regression of Vj on depends on 
(pi, whereas the limiting normal distribution of estimators of the rest of the coefficients 
computed bsised on the residuals is independent of <f>^. 
The hypothesis of a negative unit root is equivalent to the hypothesis 0_i = — 1 in 
3 
the reparameterized form 
lit = 9-iUt-i + 6-2Sut-i + — + 6-pSut-p+i + Cj (4) 
where Sut = ut + Ut-i. In the presence of a negative unit root, n(0_i + 1) converges to a 
nonstandard limiting distribution, ( see Fuller 1996 for the case p = 1) where is the 
least squares estimator of 5_i in (4). Otherwise — 0_i) converges to a limiting 
normal distribution. 
In practice to apply the correct limiting theory, it is common for one to do a pretest 
to see whether the largest root of (2) is one. Depending upon the outcome of the pretest, 
one decides whether or not to put the restriction of a unit root in the model. Due to 
the large negative tail of the distributions of the unit root test statistics (Dickey and 
Fuller, 1979; Phillips and Perron, 1988), the pretesting procedure creates a discontinuous 
estimation procedure as one ends up almost never fitting a model with a root in the 
neighborhood of one but not equal to one The length of the neighborhood depends on 
the level of the pretest and the sample size. 
A second estimation problem is that even though the limiting normal theory holds 
in the stationary case, in samples of moderate size the limiting normal theory provides 
a very poor approximation to the finite sample distribution of the estimators when the 
largest root of (2) is close to one. When the largest root is close to one the bias of the 
estimator is of the same order as the standard deviation of the estimator. 
Researchers have obtained expressions for the bicis of the least squaxes estimators 
(Pope, 1954; Pantula and Fuller, 1985; Shaman and Stein, 1988) and based on these ex­
pressions have suggested bias corrected estimators (Orcutt and Winokirr, 1969; MacK­
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innon and Smith, 1998). There has been considerable work to get alternative estimators 
which are mainly regression type estimators or modifications of the least squares esti­
mator (Andrews, 1993; Andrews and Chen, 1994; Park and Fuller, 1995; Phillips, 1997). 
The alternative estimators outperform the least squares estimator in small samples and 
in part of the parameter space, especially when the largest root is close to or equal to 
one, but do not uniformly dominate the least squares estimator with respect to the mean 
squared error criterion. The bias correction is typically a function of the least squares 
estimator, and the variance is increased over part of the parameter space which offsets 
the the gain in mean squared error from the reduction in bias. 
Fuller (1996, pp. 578) notes that the median bias of the estimator of can be esti­
mated approximately by the unit root test statistic when the largest root is close to or 
equal to one. He suggests an approximately median unbiased procedure of estimation, 
which is a modification of the weighted symmetric estimation procedure (Fuller 1996, pp. 
415). Fuller's procedure performs very well in a neighborhood of one. The first paper 
proposes an extension of the modified weighted symmetric procedure which extends the 
procedure to processes where the root with largest absolute value lies in [-1,1]. 
2 Linear Ttend Model with Autoregressive Errors 
A second problem of interest is the estimation and inference for parameters in the 
mean function of VJ. One mean function which is of particvdar interest is the linear 
5 
trend. Specifically we consider the model 
Yt = n + /3t + yt, 
Ut — + 01 Aj/(_i + ... + j/'p-i Ai/t_p+i + Uj, ^ —l,...,/*, 
Ut ~ /.i.(0, (5)  
The parameter a lies in the interval (-1,1]. If Q € ( — 1,1), the parameters 
are assumed to be such that the AR(/)) model for yt is stationary. If q = 1, the model 
reduces to 
where the parameters 0i,... ,0p-i are assumed to be such that the AR(/? — 1) model 
for z\t/£ is stationary. The parameters of interest are a, 01,... , 0p_i and (3. Estimation 
and inference for the parameters ... , 0p_i, along with the previous literature are 
discussed in the paper of the previous section. 
Estimation and inference for p has also received attention in the statistical and 
econometric literature. See Cochrcine and Orcutt (1949), Prais and Winsten (1954), 
Grenander and Rosenblatt (1957), Rao and Griliches (1969), Chipman (1979), Dickey 
ajid Fuller (1979), Durlauf and Phillips (1988), Fuller (1996), Tanaka (1996), Caiijel and 
Watson (1997) tind the references therein. Most of the literature on estimation of 
studies feasible generalized least squares estimators of based on different choices of 
estimators of q, 0i,... , 0p_i and different conditions on the initial observations. If the 




the minimum variance unbiased estimator of /S. However in most applications the values 
of a, 01,... , j/'p-i are unknown. Grenander and Rosenblatt (1957) established that when 
the errors yt are from a stationary autoregressive process, the ordinary least squares 
estimator of /? is asymptotically efficient. When the error process is nonstationary, the 
least squares estimator is inefficient. The feasible generalized least squares estimator of 
/3, computed with asymptotically efficient estimators of a, 0i,... , tpp-i is asymptotically 
efficient for both stationary and nonstationary processes. Our simulation study indicates 
that finite sample properties of the different feasible generalized least squares estimators 
are comparable, with no estimator outperforming the other estimators over the whole 
parameter space. 
The literature on estimation and inference for also provides the limiting distri­
bution theory for feasible generalized least squares test statistics corresponding to the 
feasible generalized least squares estimators. The limiting distribution of the test statis­
tics are standard normal for stationary autoregressive processes and non-standard for 
processes with unit roots. One particular hypothesis of interest is the hypothesis of no 
trend, Hq : (3 = 0. Following a study by Nelson and Plosser (1988), there has been 
considerable debate whether many important macroeconomic time series exhibit linear 
trend along with nonstationarity. Although the asymptotic distribution of the feasible 
generalized least squares estimators provides a very reasonable approximation to the fi­
nite sample distribution of the estimators, the cisymptotic theory for the distribution of 
the corresponding test statistics provides very poor approximation to the finite sample 
distribution of the test statistics. The performance of the asymptotic theory is markedly 
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poor when the autoregressive process is nearly nonstationary. The reason for the poor 
performance of the test statistics is the nonlinearity in the model (5). For example, the 
model with AR(1) errors can be written as 
V't = fj,' t Q;V(_i + Cf 
where /i" = ^(1 — a) + /?q and /?" = /?(1 — q). The variance of the feasible generalized 
least squares estimator is a highly nonlinear function of q and thus errors in estimation 
of a grossly affect the estimation of the variance of the feasible generalized least squares 
estimator. The estimated standard errors for estimators of are underestimated for 
values of a close to one, resulting in large values of the test statistics. The second paper 
suggests a method for obtaining reasonable standard errors for the feasible generalized 
least squares estimator, and gives test statistics with a unified asymptotic normal theory 
for the whole parameter space. The paper also presents a simulation study comparing 
the properties of the suggested test statistic to some existing test statistics. 
3 Vector Autoregressive Processes 
Consider the k-dimensional p-th order autoregressive process 
Yt = A,Yt-v + A2Yt-2 + ... + A^Yt-r, + (7) 
where the coeflBcients Ai, A2,... , Ap are k y. k matrices and et ~ Nl{0, Sje). 
Many estimators, both regression type estimators and likelihood based estimators, 
have been proposed for the coefiBcients of univaxiate autoregressive processes. Consid­
8 
erably less research has been conducted on estimation of coefficient matrices of vector 
autoregressive processes. Due to the computational difficulty associated with likelihood 
estimation for vector autoregressive process, the ordinary least squares estimator is com­
monly used in practice. 
Tsay and Tiao (1990) derived the asymptotic distribution of the least squares estima­
tor for the coefficient matrices in (7) for a first order model with all roots equal to one. 
Ahn and Reinsel (1990) discussed the asymptotic distribution of the least squares esti­
mator for a general p-th order vector autoregressive process with some unit roots. Also 
they presented a Gaussian partial reduced rank estimation procedure for such processes. 
Phillips and Durlauf (1986), Phillips and Hansen (1990) and Phillips (1995) have de­
veloped modified least squares estimators for the vector autoregressive process. Fountis 
(1983), and Fountis and Dickey (1989) developed tests for unit roots in the multivariate 
AR(p) model using the ordinary least squares estimator. Johansen (1988, 1991) studied 
maximum likelihood estimation and testing for cointegration under the Gaussian model. 
Much of the work has assumed a fixed initial value for the process. Although the 
limiting distributions of the estimators do not depend on the initial observation, empir­
ical evidence shows that neglecting the information in the initial observation can result 
in loss of efficiency in samples of small or moderate size. Gonzales-Farias (1992) has 
considered maximum likelihood estimation for univariate autoregressive processes when 
the initial observation is drawn from the stationary distribution. The estimator is also 
known as the unconditional maximum likelihood estimator. 
Elliott, Rothenberg and Stock (1996) and Elliott (1997) have developed a most pow­
9 
erful invaxiant test for the unconditional univariate model. The unconditional maximum 
likelihood estimator has better finite sample properties than the OLS estimator for most 
parametric configurations. See, Pantula, Gonzales-Farias and Fuller (1994), and Cox 
(1991). Recently Shin (1992) has developed unit root tests for multivariate .A,R(p) pro­
cesses based on the unconditional maximum likelihood estimator of the coefficient of the 
autoregressive process. However the unconditional likelihood equations are non-linear. 
For example, for the first order univariate autoregressive process, the maximum likeli­
hood estimator is obtained as a solution to a cubic equation. When there is a nonzero 
mean in the model, the maximum likelihood estimator of the autoregressive coefficient 
is obtained as a solution to a fifth degree polynomial equation. Solving the likelihood 
equations in the multivariate case requires numerical techniques and the calculations 
can be unstable due to the complicated nature of the equations. 
In view of the computational difficulty associated with the unconditional maximum 
likelihood estimator, it is reasonable to find approximations to the maximum likelihood 
estimator that perform well in small to moderate sample sizes and also can be expressed 
in closed form. In the univariate case, the weighted symmetric estimator, Fuller (1996, 
pp 415), approximates the unconditional maximum likelihood quite well and has per­
formance superior to the ordinary least squares estimator with respect to the mean 
square error criteria over the whole parameter space. Also modifications of the weighted 
symmetric estimator typically outperform the modified ordinary least squares estima­
tors. See, Roy and Fuller (1998). Deo (1995) proposed a modification of the weighted 
symmetric estimator in the vector case. However, the modified weighted symmetric es­
10 
timator has mixed performance compared to the ordinary least squares estimator, being 
superior for some parameters and inferior for others. 
The third paper suggests a one-step approximation to the solution of the likelihood 
equations. The paper derives the limiting distribution of the one-step estimator for pro­
cesses with some of the roots equal to one. The paper also presents a simulation study 
comparing the properties of the estimator to the ordinary least squares estimator. 
4 Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation consists of three research papers. A general conclusion chapter 
follows the last paper. 
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ESTIMATOR FOR AUTOREGRESSIVE PROCESSES 
WITH A ROOT NEAR ONE 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Business &: Economic Statistics 
Anindya Roy and Wayne A. Fuller 
Abstract 
Estimators for the parameters of autoregressive time series are compared, empha­
sizing processes with a unit root or a root close to one. The approximate bias of the 
sum of the autoregressive coefficients is expressed as a function of the test for a unit 
root. This expression is used to construct an estimator that is neaxly unbiased for the 
parameter of the first order scaJaj process. The estimator for the first order process has 
a mean square error that is about forty percent of that of ordinary least squares for the 
process with a unit root eind a constant mean and the mean squaxe error is smaller than 
that of ordinary least squares for about an half of the parameter space. The maximum 
loss of eflBciency is 6n~^ in the remainder of the parameter space. The distribution of 
the "t-test" for the autoregressive parameter is much closer to normal for the suggested 
17 
estimator than that of the t-test for the ordinary least squares estimator. The estima­
tion procedure is extended to higher order processes by modifying the estimator of the 
sum of the autoregressive coefficients. Limiting results are derived for the case when the 
mean of the autoregressive process is a linear trend. 
Key words: Unit root, Stationary process, Bias in autoregression. 
1 Introduction 
Estimation for autoregressive processes has remained an important study area for an 
extended period because of the importance of the process in applications. Estimation 
is challenging because the properties of the estimators are functions of the unknown 
parameters and because the rates of convergence to limiting distributions are not uniform 
for parameters of interest. A simple autoregressive time series is the univariate first order 
process defined by 
ijt = pyt-i+et t = l n. 
= yo ^ = 0 (S) 
where p € [—1,1] and et ~ iV/(0, cr^). If \p\  < 1 and if i/o ~ (0,(1 — p^)~^<T^) 
independent of Cj, the process is stationary and yt ~ (0,(1 — p^)~^<T^) for each t. If 
I/O = 0 and /9 = ±1, the process is a simi of independent zero mean reindom variables. 
Mann and Wald (1943) considered the zero mean stationary first order autoregressive 
process and showed that the least squaxes estimator of the autoregressive coefficient is 
asymptotically normeilly distributed when p is restricted to (-1,1). The limiting distri­
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bution of the t-statistic is standard normal in the stationary case; White (1959) and 
Anderson(1959). 
For /9 = 1, the process is nonstationary and the limiting distributions are nonstan­
dard. In this case, White(1958) gave the limiting distribution of the least squares estima­
tor in terms of functionals of the standard Brownian motion. Dickey and Fuller (1979) 
obtained a representation for the unit root distribution which lent itself to computer 
simulation and tabulated the unit root distributions. 
The behavior of the ordinary least squares estimator of the autoregressive coefficient 
is quite different for different parameter values. At the boundary /9 = 1, the estimator 
converges to the true value at a much faster rate than at other points of the parameter 
space. Also the unit root distribution is heavily skewed towards the left due to a large 
correlation between the numerator and the denominator. The difference in behavior car­
ries over to the distributions of the regression t-statistic. While the limiting distribution 
for the t-statistic is standard normal for all values of p in (-1,1), the limiting distribution 
is negatively skewed for p = \. The median of the distribution of the r-statistic, for the 
mean corrected estimator, as obtained from the tables in Fuller (1996), is about -1.56. 
The least squares estimator has a bias that is of the same order as its standard deviation 
when /) = 1, and, hence, the bias maJces a significajit contribution to the mean square 
error of the estimator when p — 
The properties of the estimator of /9, when p is close to one have been studied by 
Chan and Wei (1987, 1988), Chan (1988) and Phillips (1987). In these studies, limits 
are taken as p approaches one at the same rate eis the sample size increases. For p within 
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kn~^ of one, where k is constant, the distribution is similar to the limiting distribution 
at /9 = 1 but depends on k. 
Even though limiting distributions are available for all parameter values, the stationary-
nonstationary dichotomy hampers the construction of good estimation and testing pro­
cedures. Finally, although the limit normal theory holds for all values of p other than 
one, it provides a very poor approximation in small and moderate sample sizes. For 
values of p close to one the distributions stay asymmetric even for large sample sizes for 
p close to unity. 
The bias of the least squares estimator hcis been studied by a number of authors. 
See Mariott and Pope (1954), Pantula and Fuller (1985) and Shaman and Stein (19SS). 
One can use the bias expression to construct an approximately unbicised estimator for 
the stationary first order process. See Orcutt and Winokur (1969) and MacKinnon and 
Smith (1998). These adjusted estimators typically have slightly larger mean square error 
for p close to zero and smaller mean square error for \p\ close to one. 
If the estimator is restricted to [-1,1] we can not hope to construct a reasonable 
estimator which is mean unbiased over the whole parameter space. Andrews (1993) 
suggested a median unbiased estimator for the first order autoregressive model. The 
procedure consists of determining the median of the distribution of the ordinary least 
squares estimator, /5o, as a function of the parameter. Let this function be rn{p). Then 
a median unbiased estimator is 
hiu,r = rn~^{po) (9) 
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where the estimator is projected onto the boundary of the parameter space if po falls 
outside the parameter space. Andrews shows that the same approach can be used to 
construct confidence intervals for p by using quantiles of the distribution of the ordinary 
least squares estimator. Andrews and Chen (1994) extended the procedure to higher or­
der autoregressive processes through an iterative application of the first order procedure. 
Elliott (1998) studied the behavior of several median unbiased estimators for values of 
p close to one using local to unity asymptotics to develop the estimators. Fuller (1996) 
suggested an estimator that yields an approximately median unbiased estimator for the 
mean corrected estimator at p = 1. 
We initiated our study of estimation for autoregressive processes with the objective 
of improving procedures for processes with a root close to or equal to one. Processes 
of this type are of importance in many practical applications. See Nelson and Plosser 
(1982), Schotman and van Dijk (1991). Because the bias is of the same order as the 
standard error at p = 1, it weis judged possible to improve the mean square error 
performance of an estimator in the vicinity of p = 1 by reducing the bicis. The mean 
square error of existing estimators depends on the true parameter, and, hence, one could 
not expect to construct a modified procedure that has smailer mean square error than 
that of the existing procedures for all parameter values. Thus our objective was to 
obtain substeintial mean squaje error improvement near p = 1 with modest mean square 
error loss for regions of the paraineter space far from one. 
Other attributes of the statistics were considered in constructing an estimation pro­
cedure. An estimator with smaller bias for all pciraxneter values is desired. It is also 
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important that statistics used to test hypotheses or (and) to set confidence limits have 
realized probability levels or (and) coverage levels close to the nominal levels. In the 
case of autoregressive processes, the distribution of the f-statistic is known to deviate 
considerably from the normal distribution when p is near one. 
We will define an estimation procedure applicable to p-th order processes with a root 
in [-l,l]i but emphasize the parameter of the process that is associated with a root near 
one. For that parameter, we construct an estimator with smaller mean square error 
when the root is close to one, with modest loss in mean square error efficiency when 
the root is far from one, with reduced bias for essentially all of the parameter space, 
and with the distribution of the f-statistic closer to normality for essentially all of the 
parameter space. 
2 Bias Expressions 
In this section we evaluate the bias of least squares estimators of the autoregressive 
parameters and use the bias expressions to suggest alternative estimators. We consider 
the process 
+ yt, f=l,2,...,n (10) 
where is a vector of explanatory variables, is a parameter vector and t/t is a sta­
tionary p"' order autoregressive process. The yt process satisfies 
yt + oiVt-i + o.2yt-2 + — + OLpVt-p = Cti (11) 
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where the roots of the autoregressive polynomial 
U' + ociV ' + cx-iL^ ^ + ... + Qp = 0 (12) 
are mi, m2,mp, and et ~ (0, tr^). Define 0i = — and 6-i = 
The parameter di is the coefficients of yt-i  in the reparameterized model 
l/t = Oil/t-i + + •.. + 0pAt/t_p+i + et (13) 
and is the coefficient of t/f_i in the reparameterized model 
Ht — + Q-2Syt-i  + ... + O^pSyt-p+i + fit (14) 
where 0,- = " Ei=,(-U''Q:i, ' = 2, • • • = Vt - Ut-i and 
Syt = yt + yt+i-
Let 
t=l 4=1 
be the ordinary least squares estimator of /3 and let yt = be the ordinary 
least squares residual. Using the residuals, the ordinary least squares estimator of a = 
(ai,a2,... ,Qp)' is 
a. = ( ^  Ar;X,)-' ^ Xii, (15) 
«=p+l t=p+l 
where Xt = {yt-i .yt-u • •  •  ,J/t-p+i) and Xt = (yt-i,yt-i,... ,yt-p+i).  The least squares 
estimator of is 
n  
<5-2 = (n - r - p)-^ ^ {yt  - Xt^r)^ (16) 
t=p+i 
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where r is rank(#) and # = (0j, <^21 •••? <^n)''he matrix of explanatory variables used 
to define the mean. Let J = (1,1,... , 1)' and L = [—1,1,... , ( —l)**]' be p dimensional 
column vectors. Then the estimators of 0\ and 0-i are 
01,r = J'oir and &-l,r — L'oCr, 
where we use the subscript r to identify the rank of the $ matrix. The test for a unit 
root is 
rr = [V{kr}Y'\kr-l), (17) 
where 
J (IS) 
and the estimated covariance matrix of dr is 
V'{".} = ( E (19) 
t=P+l 
The test for a negative unit root is 
U  =  + 1 ) ,  ( 2 0 )  
where 
V{L,,r} = L'V{dir}L (21) 
Our main result gives the bias in and d-\.,r for stationary processes as functions 
of the leading terms in the corresponding tests for unit roots. This will permit us to 
estimate the bias as a function of the test statistics. The assumptions of the theorem 
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are those used in Shaman and Stein (1988) in deriving the approximate bicis of d, the 
least squares estimator of a, where a = (ot,... , Op)' and q,-, i = 1,... , p, are the co­
efficients in (11). See also Lewis and Reinsel (1988) and Bhansali (1981). Our theorem 
also extends the basic bias results of Shaman and Stein (1988) to a large class of mean 
functions. 
Theorem 1 Suppose Zt satisfies model (10) and t/t is the stationary process (11) 
with all the roots of (12) lying inside the unit circle. Let F be the covariance matri.x 
of (t/t, i/t-i, ••••> l/t-p+i), and let F be the estimated covariance matrix based on sums of 
squares and products of deviations from the mean model with ij — th element 
(Al) The errors Ct are independent and have finite moments of order 16. 
(A2) £'{[Am(r — F~^)]^} = 0(1) cis n —>• oc, where Arfi(A) is the largest 
absolute 
value of the eigenvalues of the matrix A. 
(A3) For fixed h and some constant c 
n — / i  
^  ^  P i , tP i , t+ \h \  — 1 cn h 
t= l  





E{0\,r - ^1} = - (1 + r)r6"']n"'''^a[(^ + o(n"'), 
and 
E{0-i,r - 0-i} = -[{L^-^J + /rp}n~'r_6 - + o(n~'), 
where 
Tb = 
T-b = + l)all- i ,  
flu = J'r~'J(T^, a_i_i = £'r~'L(r^, Irp = 0 if p is even and equal to (r + 1) if p is odd, 
and for any real  number q, [qj  denotes the greatest  integer less than or equal to q. 
Furthermore 
fr = r6 + Op(l), 
and 
f_r = r_4 + Op(l). 
Proof: See Appendix. 
Some of the common deterministic regressors used in practice, such as polynomial 
trends, satisfy assumption (A3). The result demonstrates that the bias in the estimators 
of 9i and for stationary processes can be estimated as a fxmction of the leading 
term in the corresponding r-statistics, where the function depends on the order of the 
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autoregressive process. For every pair of odd and even order, the expressions are the 
same function of rj and r_6, respectively. That is 
B ( « l . r )  =  -  ( l + r j f - ' ]  [ V i h A ] ' "  ( 2 3 )  
is an estimator of the bias in with an error that is of smaller order than in 
probability for stationary processes. Thus a candidate estimator of 6\ for a stationary 
process is 0i,r — B(0i,r)-
The parameters, Qi,... ,ap, of the process can be estimated subject to the restric­
tion that Oi = Bi,r and 9-i = by regressing yt on yt_i,..., subject to the 
restriction. In many cases modifying Qi^r and 0_i,r removes a large portion of the bias 
in (ai,...,ap). 
3 Estimators 
The bias expressions developed in the previous section have the advantage that the 
estimated bias caji be expressed as a function of a single statistic, the test for a unit root. 
In this section we give suggested forms for a modification of the least squares estimator. 
In fact the type of modification we develop can be applied to other estimators, such as the 
unconditional maximum likelihood estimator, and the weighted symmetric estimator. 
To develop an estimator that is appropriate for the entire parameter space, requires 
some modification of the bicis expression (23) for p near ±1. Because our parameter 
space is [-1,1] we cannot construct an estimator that is mean unbiased and restricted to 
the pajameter space. The estimator of 9i converges to ±1 at the rate n~^ when 9 = ±1. 
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Therefore the domain of modification of (23) should shrink towards the boundary at 
the rate n~^. This can be accomplished by defining the modification to hold for test 
statistics that are closer to zero than some fixed number K. We consider estimators of 
01 that are of the form 
Kr = kr + C,{fr)[V{6,,r}Y"' (24) 
where Cp[Tr)[Vis given by (23) when fr < K and is a smooth function of fr 
when Tr > A'. The function Cp{Tr) is chosen to be a smooth function of fr, to remove 
most of the median bias in at 9i = 1, and to provide ^-statistics with percentiles 
close to those of the normal distribution. Analogous considerations are used to develop 
a C_p(f_p) function for a modified estimator of 0_i of the form 
L,,r = ^-l.r + C-p(f_r)[V'{0_i,r}]'^' (25) 
The performance of the estimator and of the ^-statistic are both of interest. The natural 
^-statistic to compute from (24) is 
k r  =  
= <r + Cp(f,), (26) 
where 
ir = [nkr}]-'^\kr-ei) (27) 
Because the derivative of the C-function with respect to f is greater than one, the 
variance of ti^r is laxger than the variance of the originai t. To standardize the variance 
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we define the statistic 
i r  =  [ t r  + C p { T r ) ] h - ^ { T r )  (28) 
where /i~'(fr) is a smooth function of chosen to make the percentiles of tr close to 
those of Student's t distribution. The limiting distributions for the estimator and the 
i-statistic are derived in Section 4 for the case when the mean function is a linear trend. 
We suggest a Cp(fp) such that the estimator of Oi is median unbiased at = 1, 
and the region of modification is > max{—h^—k\^^) where ki is defined in (29). For 
the portion of the space near negative one we suggest a C_p(f_r) such that the median 
of f_r + C-p[T^r) at 0_i = — 1 is the average of the 0.025 and 0.975 percentiles for 
9-1 = —1. The suggested function for 6i is 
C p { f r )  = 0 f r < - [ h Y l ^  
= L^J«"'^r-(r+l)f-^ -(^'l)'/'<f, <A' 
= - (r + l)(f. + k2{Tr - K))-' K<ir< To.S 
= -To.S + dn{Tr " Tq.s) Tq.s < Tr, (29) 
where A:i = [2^J-'(r + l)n, fcj = {(l + L^Jn"^)ro.5(ro.5-A')}"'[(r+l)-[2|ijn-^r25], 
To.S is the median of the r distribution when di = 1, and dn is defined below. The bias of 
the ordinary least squares estimator of 6^ is approximately zero for fi = The 
constant ^2 is chosen so that the C-function is a smooth continuous function and has 
the basic shape of the bias function for stationary processes. 
The choice of the slope of the modification does not affect an estimator that is 
restricted to [-1,1] because the dn portion of the modification is applicable only if % is 
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greater than tq.s. We choose so that the <-distribution for the new estimator has 
nearly constant 97.5% point for values of p near one. Let 0° be the value of 9i such 
that the 97.5 percentile of the distribution of % at 0° is equal to the median of the fp 
distribution at = 1. Then </„ is chosen so that the 97.5 percentile of tr is equal to 
the 97.5 percentile of tr = Tr at 9i = 1. This means that /i(f) can be chosen such that 
97.5 percentile of the statistic (28) is approximately equal to that of Student's t. In 
practice, to find the value of (/„ accurately one needs to know the value 0°. However the 
relationship between the ^-distribution and the r-distribution is very stable over sample 
sizes. Thus the value of </„ used in the next two sections works well for sample sizes 
greater than 25. 
Near 0_i = —1 the region of modification is f_r < mm(5, k[/i) where Ar_i = (+ 
[rp)~^ri where Irp is defined in Theorem 1. The suggested function of is 
C-p(r-r) = 0 f_, >-(Ar.i)'/2 
= ( L^-^J + lrp)n~^f-r - Kr " (^^-1 < T-r < "A' 
= 071+ bn{T-r + A') - K < f-r  (30) 
where the constant Irp is defined in Theorem 1, = C!.p(—A'), 6„ = Clp(—A') where 
C'Ip(f_r) = (+ Irp)n~^T^r ~ • The modification near p = —1 is a linecir function 
of f_i. The linear function was chosen for simplicity and to give good performance for 
the f-statistics. A function passing through the median would give better mean square 
error eflSciency and poorer percentiles for the t-statistics. The coefiBcients of the linear 
function were determined by the restrictions that the linear function has the same value 
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and the slope as the bias function at the point of modification f_i = — A'. The slope is 
nearly equal to the slope at f_r = —K. 
The limiting properties of the suggested estimators and the corresponding f-statistics 
are given in the appendicies. 
4 Simulation Study 
4.1 First Order Process 
VVe present an estimator of the type introduced in Section 2 for the first order process 
and use simulation to study its properties. Our model is the model (11) with a nonzero 
mean 
yt -  = p{yt-i  -  fj.)  + et (31) 
where gf ~ ^V/(0, cr^). 
The ordinary least squares estimator of p is 
n  n  
p = E(j/«-i - - i/(i))] (32) 
t=2 £=2 
where y(,) = (n — 1)"^ H"=2 The estimated vaxiance of the least squares estimator 
is 
V ( p )  = (33) 
t=2 
where 
0-2 = (n - 2) ^ ^[(yt - y(o)) - p(yt-i - t/(i))]. (34) 
t=2 
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The unit root test statistics are 
(35) 
and 
U  =  [ V ( p ) ] - " \ p  +  l )  (36) 
The leading term of the bias in p  is zero for p  = —3~^ Therefore we define the estimator 
for the two domains f_i < —and fi > (2n)~^ which correspond approximately 
to p < —3~' and p > —3~^. The modified estimator is 
where the function Ci and C_i are defined in Section 3. 
As suggested in Section 3, one can obtain a ^-statistic with better performance over 
the parameter space by modifying the statistics with the /i-function. In Section 2, the 
bias of the estimator was expressed as a function of unit root test statistic. One can 
approximate the /j-function with an empirically estimated piecewise smooth function of 
the test statistic. The suggested ^-statistic is 
P = P + [C.(n) + C-.(f-,)l[l>(?)l"' (37) 





h{h) = h> To.5 
= 1.1 + 5„(fi + 3.5) - 3.5 < fi < ro.5 
= l + (15)-'(fi + 5) -5<fi<-3.5 
= 1 fi < —5 
where Sn = (3.5 + To.5)~'(^n — 1-1) and is chosen such that the value of the 97.5% 
point of the distribution of ti + Ci(fi) + C_i(f_i) is that of Student's < at /5 = 0° of 
the definition of </„. We computed by simulation for different sample sizes. The 
percentiles of the distribution ti + Ci(fi) + are very stable across all sample 
sizes. Thus for sample sizes greater than 25 one can use the value used for our simulation; 
c/n = 0.5555 a„ = 0.0467 6„ — 0.475 = 1.410 s„ = 0.150 
The C-functions were constructed with A' = 5. 
Table 1 contains the empirical properties of the ordinary lezist squares estimator and 
the modified estimator of p for 20,000 samples of size 100. The ordinary least squares 
estimator is denoted by p and the modified estimator by p. For ^ = ±1, the initial 
values were set to zero. Otherwise the initial value was generated from the stationary 
distribution. The absolute value of the mean bias of the modified estimator is smaller 
than that of the ordinary least squares estimator for all values of p investigated. With 
smellier bias the modified estimator has smaller mean squtire error than the ordinary 
least squcures estimator for all /o > .5. For p = 1, the modified estimator has a mean 
square error that is about 40 percent of that of the ordinary least squares estimator. As 
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p decreases from one, the relative mean square error efficiency of the modified estimator 
decreases to a minimum of 94% a.t p = —3~'. At p = 0.4 and p = —0.8 the modified 
estimator has a mean square error that is about about the same as that of the ordinary 
least squares estimator. The variance of the modified estimator is smaller than that of 
the ordinary least squares estimator for p > 0.95 ajid p < —0.95 for a sample of size 
100. For p < 0.9, the ordinary least squares estimator has a smaller variance than the 
modified estimator and the smaller mean square error of the modified estimator is due 
to the smaller mean bias. The absolute bias in the ordinary least squares estimator for 
p = —I is about half of the absolute bias of the ordinary least squares estimator for 
values of p near one. Thus near -1 the bias correction does not give cis big a gain in the 
efficiency for the modified estimator as the bias correction does near +1. For values of 
p < —0.8 the modified estimator has smaller mean square error than the ordinary least 
squares estimator. At p = — I the mean square error efficiency of the modified estimator 
is about 130%. 
An important attribute of the modification is that the corresponding t-statistic has 
a distribution that is much more stable across />-vaJues than that of ordinary least 
squares. The t-statistics for the two procedures are compared in Table 2. The ordinary 
least squares statistic is defined in (39) and the modified statistic is that defined in (38). 
The 0.025 points range from -2.21 to -1.92 for the modified procedure, while the 0.025 
points for the ordinary least squares statistic range from -3.12 to -1.63. The superiority 
of the 97.5 percentile of the modified t-statistic is aJso striking. The 97.5 percentile of 
the ordinary least squares t-statistic varies from 0.2 to 2.22 whereas that for the modified 
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t-statistic ranges from 1.90 to 2.08. 
Figure 1 gives the efficiency of the modified estimator relative to the efficiency of the 
ordinary least squares estimator in the first order case for sample sizes 50 and 500. It is 
important to note that the relative efficiency of the two procedures at /9 = 1 is essentially 
the same at sample sizes of 50, 100 and 500. This is because the bias and the variance 
of the original estimator are of the same order at /9 = 1. On the other hand the relative 
efficiency of the two procedures will approach one as the sample size increases for any 
fixed po with |^o| < 1. 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 contain the 2.5 percentiles of the distributions of the mod­
ified t-statistic and the ordinary least squares t-statistic for sample sizes 50 and 500, 
respectively. Figure 4 and Figure 5 contain the 97.5 percentiles of the distributions of 
the modified t-statistic and the ordinary least squares t-statistic for sample sizes 50 and 
500, respectively. The figures are based on 20,000 samples of sizes 50 and 500. For pos­
itive values of p, the 2.5 percentile of the distribution of the modified t-statistic is closer 
to that of the normal distribution than the 2.5 percentile of the ordinary least squares 
t-statistic. .A.t /9 = 1, the percentiles of the distribution of both the modified estimator 
and the ordinary least squares estimator depend very little on n. For p values close to 
but less than one, the limiting normal theory gives a very poor approximation for the 
finite sample distribution of the ordinary lecist squajes t-statistic, even in moderately 
large samples. 
Table 3 compares the empirical properties of Andrews' median unbiased estimator 
with those of the modified estimator for positive values of p. The results axe for 20000 
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samples of size 100 and the basic sample data are the same as in Table 1. The modified 
ordinary least squares estimator has smaller mean square error than Andrews' estimator 
for p values close to one. At p = 1, the estimator p has a mean square error that is 
about 86 percent that of the median unbiased estimator. For values of p less than 0.9 
the mean square error of the estimators are comparable. The median bias for Andrews' 
estimator is essentially zero, while there is a slight positive median bias in the modified 
estimator over much of the range. On the other hand the modified estimator has smaller 
mean bias than .Andrew's estimator. 
4.2 Second Order Processes 
We generated 20000 samples of size 100 from the second order process 
j/t - = Qi - /i) + a2{yt-2 - Ai) + et (40) 
where et ~ A''(0,1), Oi = (mi + m^) and 02 = —mim2 and |mi| > |m2| are the roots of 
the autoregressive polynomial 
m^ —Qim —Q2 = 0 (41) 
We consider processes where the root mi can be one in absolute vaJue and m? is strictly 
less than one in absolute value. When mi = ±1, we generated the initial values as 
yi = O, Ay2 ~ ^V(0, [1 — When both roots were less than one in absolute value 
we generated the initial values from the corresponding stationary distribution. 
If mi = —1, the process was generated as i/t = l)'2t where Zi was generated 
as a first order autoregression with coefficient equal to m2. When |mi| < 1, the process 
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was generated as a stationary process with roots mi and mj. If mi is one, the data were 
generated as a sum of observations from a stationary first order autoregression with 
coefficient equal to ma. 
Table 4 gives the ratio of the mean square error of the modified estimator to that 
of the ordinary least squares estimator for 0i = ai + 02 and 0_i =02 — 01 for selected 
values of roots mi and ma of (41) for model (40) with p=2. When the largest root of 
the autoregressive polynomial is near one, the efficiency of the modified estimator of 61 
relative to the ordinary least  squares estimator is  similar to the relative efficiency of p 
in the first order case. That is, when the largest root is one, the mean square efficiency 
of the modified estimator of 0i is about 200% relative to the ordinary least squares 
estimator of 9i, and this efficiency holds for all values of the second root. 
The performance of the modified estimator of 0_i is also similar to that of the estima­
tor in the fist order case for values of p close to or equal to negative one. When mi = —1, 
the modified estimator of 9-i is about 30% more efficient than the ordinary least squares 
estimator. For values of mi close to -1, both estimators of 61 have essentially same mean 
square error. 
When the process has both roots close to —0.3, the ordinajy least squares estimators 
of both parameters have slightly smaller mean square errors than the corresponding 
modified estimators. However the leirgest difference in efficiency is about 6%. 
When ma = 0 the efficiency of 0-i for negative mi is essentially the same as for the 
first order case with negative p and the efficiency of 9i with positive mi is essentially 
the same as for the first  order Ccise with posit ive p. 
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Table 5 gives the relative performance, with respect to the mean square error crite­
rion, of the ordinary least squares estimators and the modified estimators for 6\ and 
for a second order process with complex roots. The performance of the estimators are al­
most identical for the values investigated, with the modified estimator doing marginally 
better in certain cases. 
4.3 Autoregressive Model with Trend 
Assume that the observed time series V'l, V j,... , K has been generated by a model 
of the form 
y t  =  +  0 2 ^ y t - i  -t-. . .  -F 0 p A y t - p + i  -f- ej, < = 1,... , n, 
e, ~ j.i..(0,cr^), (42) 
where y t  = Y ]  —  and A is the first difference operator, A . x t  = X t  — X t - i -  The 
parameter 9i lies in the half closed interval (-1,1]. If Oi € ( — 1,1), the parameters 
02,--- lOp are assumed to be such that the AR(p) model for yt is stationary. If 9i = 1, 
the model reduces to 
AYt=l3 + Ayt 
p 
Ayt = + e<, (43) 
i=2 
where the AR(p — 1) model for Ayt is stationary, and t/i can be any random variable. 
It can be shown that the regressors (1, f) in the linear trend model satisfy assimiption 
(i43) of Theorem (1). See the appendix. 
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Hence, an approximately unbiased estimator of a is the modified estimator 
§1 = min{6i,  I)  (44) 
where 
(Ti is the standard error of 6i is the least squares estimator of the coefficient of yt_i 
in the regression of yt on yt-i, Ayt-i,... ^Ayt-p+i and yt is the least squares residual 
from the regression of V't on Let 
fi = (01 - (45) 
be the unit root statistic based on 9i and let 
f_i = (0_i + 1)(tI{ (46) 
be the negative unit root statistic based on where 0_i is the ordinary least squares 
estimator of 0-i^ (T_i is the standard error of and is the coefficient of yt~i in 
the reparameterized form of model (42) 
yt = 9-iyt-i + 9-2Syt-i + ... + 5_p5j/{_p+i + Ct (47) 
where Syt = j/t + i/t+i- The C-functions are constructed in way similar to that for a 
constant mean. The suggested function Cp(fi) is 
C'p(TI) = T^ed dn(Ti TMed) Ti  > T^/edi 
= /p(n-^fi)-3[fi+A:(n+5)]-^ -5 < fi < TMed, 
= /p(ra"^n)-3[fi]~^ -(3R)^/^ < n < -5, 
= 0 n < -(3n)i/2^ 
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where Ip is the integer paxt of 2~^(p+ 1), T\fed is the median of the limiting distribution 
of fi when q = 1, 
A; = [3n - + n)][rMed(5 + TMed){Ip + «)]"' 
ci = (1.12- 1.5n-')(1.65)-^ 
where the value </„ is chosen with considerations analogous to those described in Section 
3. The suggested C_p(f_i) function is 
= 0 
= ~ <  f -i < - / \  
= a„ + 6n(f-_i + A') - K < f_i. (48) 
where the constant [\p is defined in Theorem 1, a„ = Clp( —/\), 6„ = Clp(—A'),and 
C:p(f_i) = ([E^J + /ip)n-'f_p - fzl-
As in the previous section one can estimate the variance of the estimator of 0^ with 
a continuous function, ft, of fi to construct a test statistic with variance approximately 
equal to one for all values of 0i. A suggested /i-function for n > 25 is 
ft(^l) ~ Cn TMed ^ ''"l 
= 1.2 + Snih  4- 3.5) -3.5 < n < TXfed  
= 1 + (7.5)~^(fi + 5) —5 < fi < —3.5 
= 1.00 Ti < -5. 
where Cn is chosen such that the value of the 97.5% point of the distribution of f + 
Cp{Ti) + C-p{f^i) is that of Student's f at = 9° of the definition of The /i-fimction 
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is constructed with two linear segments between A' = —5 and the median of the r 
distribution, where the median is —2,17 for n = 100. The join point —3.5 and the value 
of the function at -3.5 were derived from the empirical properties of the statistics. A 
natural choice for h{Ti) for values of Oi close to one is [1 which gives the correct 
normalization for = 1. However the empirical study demonstrated that the suggested 
h(.) function gives better confidence intervals for values of 6i close one than the function 
[I -h C(fi)]. The suggested test statistic provides a much better approximation to the 
conventional critical values used in practice than the ordinary least squares statistic. 
4.4 Autoregression with Trend: Simulation Results 
Table 6 reports simulation comparisons of the distributions of two estimators of the 
autoregressive parameter for the first-order model of (42). We chose p, instead of 9i, 
to denote the coefficient of yt-i in the first order case. The estimators are the ordinary 
least squares p and the modified estimator p. This table was constructed using data 
generated from 10,000 samples of size 100 from model (42) with p = I and ^ = /? = 0. 
The initial value yo was set equal to zero when 9i = 1 and was drawn from the implied 
normal stationary distribution with = I when p < 1. The Cf are A''/(0,1) and all 
estimators were constrained to the interval [-1,1]. 
For values of p  between -0.60 and 0.20, the ordinary least squares estimator hcis 
smaller mean square error than the modified estimator. However the maximum amount 
that the mean square error of the modified estimator exceeds that of the ordinary least 
squares estimator is about 8% for a sample of size 100. The maximum difference occurs 
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at /9 = —0.5. 
The mean bieis of the modified estimator is uniformly smaller than that of the least 
squares estimator, and there is a large reduction in bias for p neax one. When p is 
close to I or -1 the modified estimator is much superior to the least squares estimator 
with respect to the mean square error criterion. The gain in efficiency for the modified 
estimator is about 300% when p is close to one and about 125% when p is close to -1. 
In Table 7 we present the 2.5% and 97.5% points of the empirical distribution of 
the studentized statistics t\ and i. The 2.5% point for i is closer to -2.0 than the 
corresponding percentile of ii for every value of p considered and is close to the Student-
t  p e r c e n t i l e  o f  - 1 . 9 8  f o r  p  l e s s  t h a n  0 . 9 5 .  F o r  p  c l o s e  t o  o n e  t h e  2 . 5  p e r c e n t i l e  o f  t  
is considerably less than the normal percentile. The 97.5% points of I are also much 
closer to 2.0 than the 97.5% points of ^i. The percentiles of i are close enough to those 
of Student's t distribution to provide useful appro.Kimate probability statements. One 
could use the tabular values of Table 2 to construct quite accurate confidence intervals. 
If a test of the hypothesis of p = I is of interest then the tabulated distribution of the 
usual unit-root test statistic can be used, or, equivalently, the transformed critical values 
of the modified statistic can be used. 
We conducted a simulation study for the second order autoregressive process with 
trend using 20000 samples of size 100 from model (42). The values of Oi rajiged from -1 
to -1 and O2 was set to -0.8,-0.5,0.0,0.5,0.8. The relative behavior of the two estimators 
for the second order trend model is tinalogous to that for the second order constant mean 
model. The modified estimator of 9i in the second order process has behavior similar to 
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the modified estimator of p  in the first order process. The performance of the modified 
estimator of 6i relative to that of the ordinary least squares estimator of 9i is stable with 
respect to the choice of the other parameter 62- The behavior of the modified estimator 
of 02 depends on both the values of 61 and 62. The modified estimator of 62 and the 
ordinary least squares estimator of 62 have very similar behavior when 62 is positive. 
For large negative values of 02., the modified estimator performs much better than the 
ordinary least squares estimator. 
5. Summary 
Estimators for the p-th order autoregressive process that are less biased than com­
monly used estimators are presented. The modified estimators are much superior to the 
common statistics with respect to mean square error for the estimator of 0i, where 61 
is the sum of the autoregressive coefficients, for 61 near one. The statistics are simple 
functions of existing estimators and of the tests for unit roots. Therefore, it is easy to 
modify existing software to construct the estimators. The percentiles of the modified t 
statistics for the coefficients are much closer to those of the normai distribution than are 
those of the ordinary least squares ^-statistics. 
Appendix A 
As preliminaries to the proof of Theorem 1, we prove several lemmas. The bias expres­
sions do not depend on <7^. Therefore, throughout, without loss of generality, we eissume 
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that V{et)  = cr^ = 1. 
Lemma 1 Let the p-th order autoregressive model (11) hold and let 6i = — a,-. 
Let the Assumptions (Al) and (A2) of Theorem 1 hold. Let —n"'b denote the leading 
term in the bias of the least squares estimator of a given by Shaman and Stein (1988). 
Then 
P P 
e{«i,o -«•} = J'b = -l^J(Ea,) -
j=0 j=0 
and 
- « - , }  =  L ' b  =  - [ £ i J . J ( ^ ( - i y a , )  -
i=0 j=0 
where 0i,o and ^_i,o are the ordinary least squares estimator of 9i and 0_i, qq = 1, and 
J and L are as defined in Theorem 1, 
Proof of Lemma 1 
In the Shaman and Stein (1988) bieis expressions, the bieis is a function of the order 
p. If p is even 
J ' b  =  ^ ( a o - Q p )  +  ( ^ - l ) ( a i - a p _ i )  +  . . . +  l ( a E _ i - O E + i )  
-(ai + 2a2 + ... +pQp) 
p f-i f-i p 
= -f ^  "j + P X] "i - i("i - «P-i) -
" y=o j=o y=o j=o 
I 1 p p p p + 1 
= - J (H (P - i)"i - S 
j=Q j=0 j=0 
= - L^-|—J (52 °=j) - i("y - "p-i)-
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and 
L'b = ^(ao - Op) - - 1)(qi - ap_i) + ... + (-1)2(q£_i - QE+i) 
-(ai - 2a2 + ... + (-IjPpQp) 
p f-i f-i p 
j=0 j=0 j=0 j=0 
p p  p  
= -L^^J(^(-i + ^ (-i)^(p - iK- -
j=0 j=0 j=0 
= -l^J(E(-iy<'i) - E(-l)'V(aj - c,-jh 
j=0 j=0 
If p is odd 
J'b = ^(a_i-Qp) + (^-l)(Qo-ap_i) + 
p + 1 P ~ 1 
+(—5 —)(aE^_i - Q:£±i+i) - (ai + 2Q2 + ... + pOp) 
£±± E±± 
P + 1  ^  
— 51 H ~ - °P-i) -
j=0 J=0 j=Q J=0 
j=0 j=0 j=0 
= -O'P-j)  
j=Q j=0 
The proof for L'h follows from similar algebra. Combining the two results we have the 
conclusion. 
Lemma 2 Let F denote the covariance matrix of —lyt-p+iY, where yt is 
the p-th order stationary autoregressive process satisfying (11) and the (i, j)-th element 
of r is 7(|i—il). Then the (f, j)-th element in the first rows of F"^ is the coefficient 
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of  7( l«- i l )  in  
Cov{Y^a,Y,.i, E = 
j=0 j=0 j=p-k 
where the element in the {i, j)-th place is given by the symmetry of F"' if the element in 
the (j, i)-th position has been obtained. The remaining elements follow from the relation 
pJ  = l ,2 , . . . ,p ; i= l ,2 , . . . ,p  
where T'-' is the (i,j)-th element of F"' 
Proof of Lemma 2 
Let F*""' be the row of F~' and let F.^ be the column of F. It is enough 
to show the orthogonality of F'^' and F.r for r > k, and k = 1,2,..., Because 
Cau(et,yj) = 0 for all s < f we have 
p fc p k p 
ajYt-j} = Coyjcf, ajYt-j} 
j=0 J=0 j=p—k j=0 j=p-k 
= Cov{et, Yt] 
— Var{et} = 1. (A.l) 
From the relation (A.l) it follows F^^'.F.^ = 1. Since the ej's are uncorrelated we have, 
for r > k, 
P k p k p 
Qj^t—J 1 ^ ^ —j ^ ^  CtjYt—,—J } = CoV^Ct, ^^CejYt—r—j ^ ^ OLjYt~ 
i=Q j=Q j=p-k i=0 j=p—k 
= 0. 
Therefore F'^'.F.r = 0 for r > k and we have the conclusion. 
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Note: We could use the expression for F"' given in Shaman and Stein (1988) to prove 
Lemma 3, but the lemma follows in natural way from Lemma 2, and Lemma 2 gives an 
alternative algorithm for obtaining the elements of F~'. 
• 
Lemma 3 Let F be as defined in Lemma 2 and let an = J'F~^J, a_ i _ i  =  L ' F ~ ' L  




a-i-i = -Qp_j)] 
j=o j=o 
and 
a_ii = 0 if p is even 
p p 
= if pis odd 
j=0 j=0 
Proof of Lemma 3 
From Lemma 2 and the fact that F*'' = we have 
= HE 
k=l j=0 j=0 j=P—k 
i=o ife=i i=o 
j=o i=o 
= - (I] "i) E - "p-i)] 
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The proof for L'T 'L and L'T 'J follows from similar algebra. Thus the equality is 
established. 
Proof of Theorem 1 
We will prove Theorem 1 in two parts. First we will establish a relation between the 
bias in the estimators of 9i and d-i and the leading term of the corresponding r-statistics 
for the case when the mean function of the process is assumed to be known. Then we 
extend the result to the case in which the mean function is estimated by ordinary least 
- -I ^ -k — 1 
squares. Let an = JT J and a_i_i = LT L, where 




The estimators 0i,o, 0_i,o, an, a_i_i and f are 
- ^i} = n + o(n ') {A.3) 
and 
^{^-1,0 — + o(n ^). (A.4) 
Because ^i,o = + Op{n and Tq = [an] — 1) we have 
To = Ti +  O p ( l ) ,  
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where 
Tb = - l)an 
= (A.5) 
i=o 
Also ^_i,o = 0-1 + Op[n~^/'^) and f_o = [a_i_i]~'/^(0_i,o + 1). Thus we have 
f_o = r_6 + Op(l), 
where 
r_6 = n^''^{9-\-\-l)aZ\'2i 
= n^''^{Y^{-\.Yotj)aZ\'2i. (A.6) 
j=Q 
Using the expressions (A.3),(A.4), (A.5), (A.6), Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 we have 
^{01,0 -  ^i} = [L^J- - + o(n-') (A.7) 
2 n Tb 
and 
+<.(«-')• (A.8) 
We now derive the bias expression when the mean function is estimated. Let 
Qfo = —r Tp^o, 
— J 
where F is as defined in (A.2) cind 
n 
^ (j/t—1? 1/t—2» •••1 J/t—p) Vt' 
t=p+i  
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Let the estimator of a, denoted by tir be calculated using the part of { y t - i ,  y t -2-, • • • • ,  V t - p ) '  
that is orthogonal to the estimated mean function. We have 
d, = -[f - n-^JJ'(y'P<ty)]-i[fp,o - n-'J(y'P«y)] + Op(n-i), (A.9) 
where y = (t/i,j/2,j/n)'- Expanding the inverse in (A.9), we have 
a. = -[f"'+(l-n-ip(y'P<fy))-'{f"'n-'JJ'(y'P.ty)f"'}][fp,o-n-iJ(y'P<ty)]+Op(n-M, 
Now n' •^pCy'Pty) is Op{n '). Under the moment assumptions we caji expand [1 — 
"~'p(y'P<fry)]~' around 1 to obtain 
[1 - n-'p(y'P<ty)]-^ = 1 + Op(n-') 
Then 
d, = do + n-^r-'JJT-'rp,o(y'P.ty) + n-'r-'J(y'P<ty) + Op(n-^) 
Neglecting the higher order terms and taking expectation, we have 
E{6cr - a} = £:{do -a}+ n-'T-'3JT-'Tp,oE{y'P<ty) + n-^r-^J£(y'P<ty) + o(n-M. 
(A.IO) 
Multiplying both sides of (A.IO) by —J' we have 
E{6i,r- e , }  = E{0i ,o-0i}-n-^an(l  +  J ' r - ' rp ,o)£:(y 'P<ty)  +  o(n-M 
p 
=  £ ' { ^ 1 , 0 - n " ^ a i i ( ^ Q j ) £ ( y ' P < t y ) +  o ( n " ^ )  
i=o 
= £{01,0-n-^/2^};V'(E«y)'^(y'P*y) + o(n-')(A.ii) 
i=o 
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Multiplying both sides of (A.10) by —L' we obtain 
- 6 - 1 }  = £^{0-1,0 -^-1} -n"'a_u(l + JT"'rp,o)£(y'P<ty) + o(n"'). 
(A.r2) 
Therefore, by Lemma 3 and (A.12), 
p 
E{0-i , r  -O- i}  =  E{0_i ,o-^- i}-n" 'a_u(J^Qj)£; (y 'P4,y)  +  o(n"^)  
j=o 
p 
= E{0-i,o - 0-1} +n~^^'^a]!i_iIprT-bn~^{^QjfE{y'P^y) + o{n~^). 
j=o 
Hence, it is enough to show that 
E{y''P'by)(^ aj)^ = r + o(l). 
j=o 
Now 
£(y'P.y) = E^{(Ep.-'!")'} 
1=1 i=l 
r 
~  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  Pi,tPU3^i^ ~ " ® )  
1=1 t  3 
r n—l n—h 
i=l k=-(n-l)  t=l 
By assumption (A3) 
r n—l , 
£(y'P«y) = X! E (i-c-jiW + od)- (A.13) 
By Kronecker's Lemma, 
n 
t=l h=-(n-l)  
n—l 
lim n ^ = 0. 
n-»oo ' ^ A=-(n-l) 
From the expression (A.13) and Kronecker's Lemma we have 
00 
E(y'P»y) = r( ^ 7(A))+0(1). 
A=—00 
Noting that — "-""/(O) = where /(.) is the spectral density of 
the autoregressive process, we have the result. 
Note: Assumption (A3) is a sufficient condition for the conclusion of Theorem 1 to hold. 
The necessary condition is Vimn^<x>T.hZ-(n-i)lWT,7=i Pi.tPi,t+\h\ = (E^-oo 7(/i))-




In this appendix we give the limiting distributions of some of the statistics discussed 
in the text. Proofs are given for the trend model but analogous results hold for the more 
general model discussed in the text. 
We show that the regressors for the trend model satisfy assumption (.43) of Theorem 
1. Let ^ = (J, L) where J = (1,1,... , 1)' and L = (1,2,... ,n)'. Let L = (1 — f, 2 — 
t,... ,n — t)' where i = 2~^(n + 1). Then 
P* — Pj + Pi 
where denotes the projection matrix of the n x 1 vector x .  Thus the eigenvector of 
are Pi — and pj = where 
n 




^Pi,tPi,t+k = n~^{n-h) 
t=i 
= 1 — n~^h 
and 
n—h n—h 
^P2,tP2,t-i-h = [3"'n^ + 0(n^)]"'+/i - f) 
f=i t=i 
= [3~'n^ + 0(n^)]"'{3~'n^ — 2~'/in^ + o{hn^)} 
= 1 — 1.5/in~'+ o(/in~') 
We now derive the limiting distribution of the modified estimator of 6i for the trend 
model. Similar results hold for general autoregressive processes where the mean function 
satisfies assumption (.43) of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2 Let VJ = fx + f3 t yt and let yt satisfy model (3). Let the assumptions 
of Theorem (1) hold. Let 6^ be eis defined in (44). Then 
1. if |0i| < 1 
„I/2(0\_0,)_£> ,V(0,a2), 
where is the first element in 
T 
A = lim n - '  y  E { X [ X t } ,  
n—foo 
t=p+l  
and Xt = {yt-i, Ayt-u... , At/t_p+i). 
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2. if 01 = 1 
niOx - 1) A-Y + C(y)Z'/2, 
whereX = 0.5Z-H[1^(1)-2//)(VF(1)-6A')-1] + (^-3A")2-Z} Y = 
Z = (G-H'^- 3A'2), G = 2 /o H = /J W{t)dt K = 2 /„ - // 
and W { t )  is the standard wiener process 
Proof of Theorem 2 
1. |0i| < 1 
- 9 i )  = - 9 i )  + C(fi)n^/^<5-i 
From Theorem S.2.1 and Theorem S.2.2 in Fuller (1996), we have 
ai 
and 
fi = (5i - l)(Tf' 
= (01-0i)(Tf^-n^''^(l 
—^ —oo as n —> oo 
Also for fi < —5, C(fi) = Op^nT^I"^). Therefore 
-  O i )  = n'f\6i - 6^) + (9p(n-^/2) 
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and by Slutsky's theorem we have 
2. 9x = 1 
By Theorem 10.1.8 in Fuller (1996), n{9i — 1) X, fi V, and nai 
Because 
n{9i — 1) = n{Oi — 1) + C{Ti)nai 
and C(fi) is a continuous function of fi and the quantities n(^i —1), Ti,ai converges 
jointly, by the continuous mapping theorem we have 
n(5i - 1) A' + C(V')Z^/2 
• 
We now investigate the properties of the estimator of q when the largest root of the 
autoregressive polynomial is close to one. We assume yt is generated by model (3). Let 
1 > mi > mj > ma > • • • > nip > — 1 
be the roots of the autoregressive polynomial. Note that if mi = 1 — 772"^ for some 
7 > 0, then a = 1 — c~^7n~^ where c = (1 — 
Theorem 3 Assume yt satisfies model (3), the largest root of the autoregressive 
polynomial is mi = 1 — 7n~^, where 7 > 0, and all other roots are less thaji one in 
absolute vaJue. Let thetai be as defined in (44) and let c = (1 — 5Zf=2 Then 
nciOi - 1) A (£/ - V)V-' + C{{U - V}V-'-)V^I'^ 
00 
where 
U = f Y{t)dY{t) - 6( r Y{t)dtf + 2[V-(1) + V'(0)] Y{t)dt 
Jo Jo Jo 
-6[Y{1) + Y{0)] f tY{t)dt + 12 f Y{t)dt f tY{t)dt 
Jo Jo  Jo  
V = f Y^(t)dt -A{f Y{t)dtf 
Jo Jo  
12( f tY{t)dtf + 12 f Y{t)dt f tY{t)dt, 
Jo Jo  Jo  
where Y{t) is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process defined by 
Y{t) = V(0)e-^' + e^Wl/(s), 
Jo 
W [ t )  is the Wiener process and V'(0) is a normal random variable. 
Note that by construction of the C(.) function the limiting distribution of nc{9i — 1) 
has a median equal to zero when q = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3 
Using the proof of Theorem 7.4 in Tanaka (1996) and the definition of the weighted 
symmetric estimator Fuller (1996), for AR(1), 
n ( ^ i - l )  {U-V)V-' 
na, 
By the arguments in the proof of Theorem 10.1.2 in Fuller (1996) for p-th order autore-
gressive process nc{9i — 1) has the same limiting distribution as n{6i — 1) where 9i is the 
estimator of a in the first order process. Also nc&i has the same limiting distribution 
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as nai in the first order process where ai is the estimated standard error of 6i, and fi 
has the same limiting distribution as the corresponding unit root test in the first order 
process. Because 
nc{9i — 1) = nc{Oi — 1) + C{Ti)nc&i 
and C(fi) is a continuous of fi and all the quantities converge jointly, by the continuous 
mapping theorem we have the desired result. A 
The limiting distributions of the modified test statistics are derived in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4 Let all the assumptions of Theorem ( 2 )  hold. Let i  be the modified t 
statistic. Then 
i V ( 0 , l ) ,  | 0 i | < l  
+ c(r)/i(xz-'/2), 01 = 1 
where A', Y, and Z are defined in Theorem (2). 
Proof of Theorem 4 
Because h{Ti) = 1 for fi < —5 and because fy —^ —oo for all |0i| < 1, we have 
h{h) 1 
for all 1^11 < 1. For q = 1, because fi and k{,) is continuous function, we 
have 
h { f i )  h i X Z - ^ l " " )  
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Table 1 Empirical Properties of the modified estimator and the ordinary lea^t 
squares estimator in the mean adjusted case (n=100) 
median mean nxMSE 
p P P P P P P 
1.00 0.957 1.000 0.947 0.977 0.468 0.189 
0.98 0.942 0.986 0.932 0.968 0.435 0.198 
0.97 0.933 0.977 0.924 0.962 0.435 0.216 
0.9.5 0.916 0.958 0.906 0.947 0.445 0.270 
0.90 0.869 0.909 0.860 0.900 0.478 0..364 
0.80 0.772 0.807 0.765 0.800 0.591 0.501 
0.60 0.577 0.605 0.571 0.599 0.781 0.744 
0.40 0.381 0.403 0.378 0.400 0.898 0.903 
0.20 0.184 0.200 0.182 0.198 0.988 1.014 
0.00 -0.010 0.000 -0.010 0.000 0.995 1.015 
-0.20 -0.204 -0.200 -0.203 -0.199 0.958 1.018 
-0.40 -0.403 -0.405 -0.399 -0.401 0.835 0.889 
-0.60 -0.598 -0.605 -0.592 -0.600 0.659 0.685 
-0.80 -0.794 -0.805 -0.787 -0.797 0.415 0.404 
-0.90 -0.893 -0.903 -0.885 -0.895 0.265 0.240 
-0.9.5 -0.942 -0.951 -0.933 -0.942 0.184 0.155 
-0.97 -0.962 -0.970 -0.954 -0.961 0.137 0.110 
-0.98 -0.972 -0.979 -0.965 -0.971 0.124 0.097 
-1.00 -0.991 -0.997 -0.983 -0.985 0.127 0.092 
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i  i  i  t  
I.OO -3.1S -2.21 0.26 2.02 
0.9S -2.92 -2.04 0.65 2.07 
0.97 -2.84 -2.00 0.80 2.08 
0.95 -2.76 -2.02 1.00 2.08 
0.90 -2.53 -1.92 1.24 1.95 
0.80 -2.39 -2.01 1.55 1.90 
0.60 -2.24 -2.01 1.68 2.01 
0.40 -2.15 -1.99 1.73 2.05 
0.20 -2.13 -2.03 1.80 2.03 
0.00 -2.03 -1.99 1.88 2.04 
-0.20 -2.02 -2.04 1.91 2.01 
-0.40 -2.01 -2.09 1.91 1.96 
-0.60 -1.92 -2.07 1.98 1.95 
-0.80 -1.85 -2.07 2.05 1.94 
-0.90 -1.77 -2.03 2.08 1.93 
-0.95 -1.68 -1.97 2.12 1.93 
-0.97 -1.63 -1.94 2.13 1.93 
-0.98 -1.66 -2.00 2.19 1.98 
-1.00 -1.63 -2.04 2.22 2.00 
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Table 3 Empirical Properties of the modified estimator and Andrews's me­
dian unbiased estimator in the mean adjusted case (n=100) 
median mean nxMSE 
p  P M U  P  P M U  P  P M U  P  
1.00 1.000 1.000 0.975 0.977 0.219 0.189 
0.9S 0.980 0.986 0.965 0.968 0.221 0.198 
0.97 0.970 0.977 0.9.58 0.962 0.233 0.216 
0.95 0.950 0.958 0.940 0.947 0.275 0.270 
0.90 0.900 0.909 0.891 0.900 0.365 0.364 
0.80 0.800 0.807 0.792 0.800 0.498 0.501 
0.70 0.701 0.706 0.694 0.700 0.632 0.645 
0.60 0.600 0.605 0.594 0.599 0.743 0.744 
0.50 0.501 0.504 0.496 0.500 0.841 0.843 
0.40 0.400 0.403 0.395 0.400 0.900 0.903 
0.20 0.199 0.200 0.196 0.199 0.999 1.014 
0.00 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.017 1.015 
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Table 4 Ratio of mean square error of the ordinary least squares estimator 
to that of the modified estimator for 9i and 0-i (n = 100) 
m2 
-0.8 -0.5 0 0.5 0.8 
rrii 0i O-i e. 9.V 9-i 01 9-1 01 0-1 
-1.00 1.000 1.241 0.995 1.269 0.946 1.269 1.015 1.281 1.155 1.277 
-0.98 1.000 1.240 0.994 1.246 0.949 1.244 1.001 1.244 1.155 1.243 
-0.95 1.000 1.206 0.993 1.191 0.952 1.191 1.014 1.187 1.171 1.189 
-0.90 1.000 1.157 0.989 1.129 0.953 1.120 1.014 1.114 1.1.57 1.114 
-0.80 1.000 1.110 0.978 1.070 0.952 1.048 1.010 1.0.39 1.154 1.037 
-0.60 0.993 1.077 0.953 1.015 0.959 0.988 1.022 0.978 1.159 0.971 
-0.40 0.958 1.060 0.945 0.993 0.965 0.962 1.029 0.958 1.171 0.960 
-0.20 0.947 1.053 0.951 0.979 0.971 0.960 1.033 0.981 1.160 0.991 
0.00 0.952 1.048 0.962 0.972 0.987 0.974 1.053 0.998 1.179 1.000 
0.20 0.972 1.042 0.979 0.969 0.999 0.989 1.058 1.000 1.180 1.000 
0.40 0.997 1.041 1.004 0.963 1.023 0.997 1.089 1.000 1.198 1.000 
0.60 1.0.52 1.0.39 1.061 0.959 1.075 0.999 1.115 1.000 1.225 1.000 
0.80 1.1.54 1.037 1.168 0.958 1.179 1.000 1.226 1.000 1.256 1.000 
0.90 1.290 1.033 1.282 0.959 1.303 1.000 1.312 1.000 1.355 1.000 
0.95 1.439 1.033 1.463 0.956 1.452 1.000 1.500 1.000 1.491 1.000 
0.98 1.720 1.029 1.723 0.955 1.690 1.000 1.685 1.000 1.574 1.000 
1.00 2.013 1.023 1.950 0.950 1.967 1.000 1.893 1.000 1.709 1.000 
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Table 5 Ratio of root mean square error of the ordinary least squares esti­
mator to that of the modified estimator for second order processes 
with complex roots (n=100) 
RMSE 
Roots Oi 0-1 
-0.9 ± 0.3 i 1.000 0.985 
0.9 ± 0.3 z" 1.003 1.000 
-0.3 ± 0.9 i 1.000 1.000 
0.3 ± 0.9 f 0.999 1.000 
-0.7 ± 0.7 i 1.000 1.000 
0.7 ± 0.7i 0.999 1.000 
0.7 ± 0.3 i 1.044 1.000 
-0.7 ± 0.3 i 0.999 0.998 
—0.3 ± 0.7 i 0.995 1.000 
0.3 ± 0.7 i 0.985 1.000 
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Table 6 Empirical Properties of the modified estimator and the ordinary least 
squares estimator in the trend case (n=100) 
median mean nxMSE 
p P P P P P P 
1.00 0.910 0.999 0.900 0.965 1.330 0.400 
0.98 0.904 0.989 0.894 0.961 1.070 0.342 
0.97 0.898 0.983 0.888 0.958 0.999 0.346 
0.95 0.885 0.965 0.875 0.946 0.910 0.402 
0.90 0.844 0.913 0.834 0.903 0.847 0.525 
O.SO 0.751 0.808 0.744 0.801 0.823 0.583 
0.60 0.560 0.604 0.555 0.600 0.925 0.793 
0.40 0.365 0.401 0.363 0.399 1.022 0.965 
0.20 0.174 0.201 0.172 0.200 1.051 1.051 
0.00 -0.020 0.000 -0.020 0.000 1.017 1.060 
-0.20 -0.210 -0.202 -0.208 -0.200 0.948 1.010 
-0.40 -0.407 -0.403 -0.404 -0.400 0.830 0.896 
-0.60 -0.603 -0.607 -0.597 -0.600 0.645 0.689 
-O.SO -0.796 -0.804 -0.788 -0.797 0.406 0.404 
-0.90 -0.894 -0.902 -0.886 -0.894 0.251 0.233 
-0.95 -0.943 -0.950 -0.934 -0.942 0.170 0.146 
-0.97 -0.962 -0.969 -0.954 -0.960 0.146 0.122 
-0.98 -0.973 -0.979 -0.964 -0.970 0.119 0.097 
-1.00 -0.991 -0.997 -0.980 -0.984 0.118 0.092 
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Table 7 Percentiles of the Distribution of Studentized Statistics as Functions 
of Q (n = 100) 
p  
^0.025 '0.975 
t  i  i  i  
1.00 -3.69 -2.33 -0.68 2.01 
0.98 -3.43 -2.13 -0.16 2.20 
0.97 -3.34 -2.10 0.01 2.20 
0.95 -3.20 -2.06 0.32 2.18 
0.90 -2.89 -1.96 0.79 2.12 
0.80 -2.64 -2.06 1.14 1.91 
0.60 -2.42 -2.02 1.43 1.90 
0.40 -2.32 -2.01 1.52 2.01 
0.00 -2.10 -2.02 1.71 1.99 
-0.20 -2.06 -2.04 1.78 1.99 
-0.40 -2.03 -2.06 1.86 1.98 
-0.60 -1.92 -2.03 1.91 1.95 
-0.80 -1.87 -2.03 1.99 1.93 
-0.90 -1.75 -1.98 2.00 1.90 
-0.95 -1.61 -1.89 2.02 1.90 
-0.97 -1.60 -1.88 2.11 1.95 
-0.98 -1.56 -1.78 2.15 1.99 
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Figure 1 Ratio of Mean Square Error of p to that of p, n = 50 , 500 
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Figure 2 The 2.5 Percentile of the modified t-statistic and the ordinary least 
squares t-statistic n = 50 
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Figure 3 The 2.5 Percentile of the modified t-statistic and the ordinary least 
squares t-statistic n = 500 
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ESTIMATION OF THE TREND MODEL 
WITH AUTOREGRESSIVE ERRORS 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Business Economic Statistics 
Anindya Roy, Barry Falk, and Wayne A. Fuller 
Abstract 
The variance of the feasible generalized least squares estimator of the trend coefficient 
is heavily dependent on the parameters of the autoregressive process. Estimators of the 
variance of the estimated trend coeiBcient are presented that perform much better than 
the direct feasible generalized least squaxes estimator. Limiting distributions are derived 
for the proposed test statistics. 
Key words: Unit root, Stationary process,Linear trend, Gauss Newton procedure. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with estimation and inference in a univariate p-th order 
autoregressive model with a time trend and, possibly, a unit root. Econometric interest 
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in univariate autoregressions is partly due to the direct benefits that are attainable from 
a better understanding of the time series structures of individual economic variables. In 
addition, developments in the study of univariate time series typically lead the way to 
developments in the study of multivariate time series models. 
There are two fundamental problems that complicate estimation and inference in 
autoregressive models with a possible unit root (i.e., AR/UR models). First, the ordinary 
least squares [OLS) estimator is biased and nonnormaJ in finite samples. Second, the 
asymptotic distribution of the OLS estimator is discontinuous at the boundary of the 
parameter space, being normal in the interior but nonstandard at the unit root endpoint. 
The second problem would not be a serious concern if the unit root endpoint could 
safely be ignored. Following the work of Fuller (1976), Dickey and Fuller (1979) and 
Nelson and Plosser (I9S2), considerable attention has been directed toward development 
and application of tests for the presence of unit roots in economic time series. The results 
of these tests have been genercdly supportive of the unit root null hypothesis, leading 
to widespread theoretical and applied interest in what has become known as unit-root 
econometrics. 
The rapid growth of unit-root econometrics has not occurred without some discom­
fort and skepticism. Unit root tests are known to have low power against most plausible 
alternatives, i.e., stationary or trend-stationary models with roots close to one. There­
fore, the failure of unit root tests to reject the unit root null should not be interpreted as 
compelling evidence against stationarity. Furthermore, as Sims (1988) forcefully axgued, 
economic theory almost never provides hypotheses whose validity rest upon unit root 
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restrictions. These concerns have led to growing interest in the development of more im­
partial or objective approaches to estimation and inference in the autoregressive model 
when a unit root is aclcnowledged to be a distinct possibility, but it is not elevated to 
the status of null hypothesis. 
One alternative approach relies on Bayesian procedures, illustrated, for example, 
in DeJong and Whitman (1991). Although in majiy settings classical and Bayesian 
procedures lead to the same (or nearly the same) conclusions, the AR/UR model is a 
case in which important differences emerge. Despite some attractive features of this line 
of work, it highlights a central problem in Bayesian approach: the choice of prior. In 
particular, there appears to be strong disagreement in this literature regarding the type 
of prior that most appropriately reflects the econometrician's impartiality in the present 
setting. A 1991 special issue of the Journal of Applied Econometrics was devoted to 
Bayesian procedures for the autoregressive process. 
More recently, .Andrews (1993), Andrews and Chen (1994), and Fuller (1996) have 
developed median-unbiased or nearly unbiased estimators for the AR/UR model. The 
idea is to take advantage of the fact that, for example, in the AR(1) model fit with an 
intercept, the finite sample bias in the AR coefficient varies smoothly across the entire 
[-1,1] parameter space. In addition, although the finite-sample distribution of the OLS 
estimator of this coefficient is nonnormal, the distribution varies smoothly across the 
entire parameter space. The suggested estimators modify the ordinary (or weighted 
symmetric) least squcires estimator. Andrews (1993) develops an exact median-unbiased 
estimator for the first-order AR/UR model, fit with or without a constant or a lineeir 
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trend. The procedure is extended by Andrews and Chen (1994) to an approximately 
median-unbiased estimator for the p-th order case. 
Fuller (1996) developed an approximately median-unbiased estimator for the AR(p) 
model fit with an intercept for autoregressive processes with a root close to or equal 
to one. Specifically, Fuller (1996, pp. 578-579) proposed the following procedure to 
estimate the AR(p) model when (3 is known to be zero. First, estimate (3) by weighted 
symmetric least squares and compute the statistic fws,i» 
^5,1 = ("ws — l) (o'M's) \ (1) 
where qvv5 is the weighted symmetric least squares { W S L S )  estimator of q and (Tvv'5 
is its estimated standard error. The weighted symmetric least squares estimator of the 
.'\R(p) model, described in Fuller (1996, pp. 413-419), appears to outperform OLS in 
f i n i t e  s a m p l e s ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  w h e n  a  i s  c l o s e  t o  o r  e q u a l  t o  o n e .  S e c o n d ,  t h e  W S L S  
estimator of q is modified according to 
^MU = aw5 + C(nvs.i)o-vKs, (2) 
where C ( f i v s , i )  is a specified function of t>v^s,i- Fuller's procedure w a s  recently extended 
by Roy and Fuller (1999) to models with general deterministic regressors. 
In certain applications the trend pcirameter (3 is the parameter of primary interest 
and testing and estimation of /? have been studied by several authors. See Caxijel and 
Watson (1997), Durlauf and Phillips (1988), Nelson and King (1983), Sim and Pantula 
(1998), Woodward and Gray (1995), and citations in those papers. The variance of the 
feasible generalized least squares estimator for the trend coeflBcient when the laxgest 
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AR root is close to or equal to one is heavily dependent on the parameters of the au-
toregressive process. This complicates the construction of a pivotal or nearly-pivotal 
statistic for use in inference with respect to the trend coefficient. We add to the liter­
ature concerning estimation of the trend coefficient in AR/UR models with trend. We 
recommend a studentized statistic that uses a modification of the Roy-Fuller estimator 
of the autoregressive process along with a Gauss-Newton estimator of the variance of 
the estimator of the trend coefficient. 
2. Model 
Assume that the observed time series V'l, , VV has been generated by a model 
of the form 
= 1^ -h t yt 
xjt = Qj/t-i-i-+ • • • + f = l,...,7' 
ut ~ /.f..(0,cr^), (3) 
where y, and ( 3  are the parameters of the trend function and A is the first difference 
operator, Axj = xt — Xt-i. The parameter a lies in the half closed interval (-1,1]. If 
Q € ( — 1,1), the parameters V*!, • • • , i^p-i are assumed to be such that the AR(j3) model 
for yt is stationary. If q = 1, the model reduces to 
AV; = /3-fAt/, 
p 
^yt = ^  4>j-iAyt-j+i + Ut, (4) 
J=2 
where the AR(p — 1) model for Ayt is stationary, and yi can be any random variable. 
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3. Estimator of the AR pcirameter for a model with l>end 
There are several available estimators for autoregressive parameters. While ordinary 
least squares is the most common, procedure such as the unconditional maximum likeli­
hood and symmetric least squares are known to be superior for parameters close to one. 
We use the weighted symmetric estimator of the coefficients of an autoregressive process 
because it has good properties for parameters near one, similar to those of uncondi­
tional maximum likelihood, and is easier to compute. The estimator is defined by Fuller 
(1996, pp 572). Let dws denote the trend adjusted VVSLS estimator of a obtained by 
the weighted symmetric (VV5Z,5) regression of yt on yt-i, Ayt-i,... ,Ayt-p+i where yt 
is the de-trended series Y] — fioLS — i^oLS^ and ftoLs and ^OLS are the ordinary least 
squares estimators of fi and (3. The approximately unbiased estimator of a defined by 
Roy and Fuller (1999) is the modified WSLS estimator 
aw5 is the standard error of dws, fiv5,i is the statistic (1) calculated with trend-adjusted 
quantities and 
d = min{6cx[u, 1) 
where 
o^^fU = Qws + C'(nvs,l)^^^'5, 
C(rw5,l) = T-iV/ed + Cl(lV5,l — T-A/ei) T^s.l > TMed, 
I p { T  ^nvs.l) — 3[fws,l + ^ ("^5,1 +'5)1 ^ —5 < 'rw5,l < TMed, 
= Ip{T ^nvs.i) — 3[fw5,i] ^ 
0 
-(3T)^/2 < < _5^ 
^s,i < -(3T)i/2. 
Ip is the integer part of 2 '(p + 1), TMed is the median of the limiting distribution of 
fw5,i when a = 1, 
k = [3r - + T)\[TMtd{^ + TM^d)[Ip + r)]~^ 
c i  = (1 .12-  1 .5r -M(1 .65) - \  
the value ci is chosen to give a continuous function with C(ro.975) = 2 — ro.975, and 
70.975 is the 97.5% point of the limiting distribution of t\vs,i when q = 1. We will use 
the estimator (5) and similar estimators to construct feasible generalized least squares 
(FGLS) estimates for the trend coeflBcient. 
4. The AR(1) Model: FGLS Estimators of ,6 
Given an estimator d of q, we define the FGLS estimator of (/z,/?) by 
i f i J Y  =  | q | < 1  
T 
3  = ( r - i ) - ' 5 ]Ay;_ i  a  =  i ,  (6)  
2 
where X = jXy)', is the variance-covaxiajice matrix of the 
first T observations of a first order autoregressive process with autoregressive coefficient 
d, F = (VI,... , Yt)' and AV; = Vj - YT-i. The FGLS f-statistic for /? is 
m = 0- /s)(«(«)-' (7) 
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where se{$)  is the square root of the (2,2)th element of the matrix 
if d < 1 or is equal to if d = 1, 
=  ( r - s r ' ^u?  |d |< i  
2 
T 
= ( r - i ) - 'X;Av;^  Q =  i ,  (8 )  
2 
and xLt are the residuals from the regression of y i  on y t - i -
To illustrate the properties of FGLS estimators of /? for the AR(1) model, we con­
structed FGLS estimators with three different estimators of a. In Table 1 0oLsi0ws^^) 
denotes the feasible generalized least squares estimator of /? when QoLsi^wsi^) is used 
to estimate q. The feasible generalized least squares estimator of f3 is unbiased for 
when ut's of (3) are symmetrically distributed because the error in the estimator of f3 is 
an odd function of the ut's. 
The iV/S'E's of the three estimators of (3 axe similar to each other for aJl values of 
a. The three M5£"s are nearly the same when a is less than or equal to 0.70. When 
a is close to or equal to one ( i.e., a = 1,0.98,0.97), the MSE of is slightly smaller 
t h a n  t h a t  o f  ^ O L S  a n d  ^ w s -  W h e n  a  =  0 . 9 5 , 0 . 9 0  o r  0 . 8 0 ,  t h e  M S E  o f  0 o l s  a n c i  M S E  
of ^ws are smaller than the MSE of 4, and the difference is grater than 10% when 
a = 0.90. The result that for some intervals of a, the more precise estimators of q lead 
to less precise FGLS estimators has been previously discussed by Faik eind Roy (1998). 
The fact that ordinaxy test statistics for /? have much higher significance levels than 
the nominal levels has been noted by a nimiber of authors. See Canjel and Watson 
(1997). The 97.5% point of the simulated distributions of the studentized statistics are 
so 
given in Table 1. Because the error in the estimator is an odd function of the Uj, the 
2.5% and 97.5% points have the same absolute value. 
The 97.5% point of the (-statistics converges to 2.0 as a decreases from one to zero 
for all three statistics. However, when a is close to one, none of the i-statistics has a 
97.5% point that is close enough to the Student's t percentile for it to be used as an 
approximate pivotal statistic. Simulations run with sample sizes (50, 200, 500) produced 
similar results. 
The i-statistics have large variances for two reasons. First the variance of the trend 
c o e f f i c i e n t  i s  a  h i g h l y  n o n l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n  o f  q .  F o r  a  s a m p l e  o f  s i z e  1 0 0 ,  t h e  F G L S  
variance at a = I is about 1,000 times that of the FGLS variance at a = 0 and about 
ten times the FGLS variance at a = 0.90. This is because the variance is proportional 
to the inverse of for a = 0 and proportional to T~^ for a = 1. Consequently, 
because of the convexity of the variance function, the FGLS estimator of the variance 
of 0 grossly underestimates the true variance of the estimator in the neighborhood 
of Q = 1. Second the he maximum variance occurs at a = 1, the boundary of the 
parajneter space which automatically leads to a negative bias i variance estimation. 
Even a small negative bias in the estimation of a gets heavily magnified through the 
estimated variance function, which has a very steep slope when a is near one. 
5. Gauss Newton Estimation 
To create a test statistic with distribution closer to that of Student's f, we suggest a 
Gauss-Newton estimator of the vaxiance of The Gauss Newton estimator for the first 
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order process is obtained by expanding the representation 
^ + yi 
Yt = - p) + (3[t - p{t - I)] + - n - - I)] et 
in a first order Taylor expansion about an initial estimator q). Then the Gauss-
Newton regression equations, with parameters A/t, A/3 and Ad are 
ei = A/i[(1 — + A/3[(l — + t/i, ^ = 1 and d^ < 1 
= A/i + A/^ + uii i = 1 and d = 1 
and 
(St = A/i(l - d) + A/3[< - d(< - I)] + dy(_i + t/j, t  =  2 , . . . , T ,  (9) 
where 
yt = Yt-ii-iit, t = 
ei = (1 — f = 1 and d^ < 1 
= j/i t = I and d = 1 
and 
et = yt- t = '2,... ,T. 
The one-step Gauss Newton estimator is 
{mgn,^gN',Qgn) = (/i,/5,d) -I- (A/i, A/3, Ad) (10) 
where (A/i, A^, Ad) are the lecist squares coeflScients for the regression associated with 
(9). The estimated stajidaj-d error of the one-step Gauss Newton estimator of /? is 
the squaje root of the second diagoncd element of the inverse of the simis of squares 
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and products matrix of the explanatory variables of the regression associated with (9) 
multiplied by the residual mean square. 
To offset the effects of the steepness of the variance function when a is near one, we 
construct the one-step Gauss Newton estimator of 0 using an initial estimator of a that 
intentionally tends to overestimate q when a is near one. The estimator is similar to 
the estimator q given by (5), but is constructed with a positive median-bias, estimating 
a to be equal to one about 80% of the time when q is equal to one. Specifically, we 
propose the estimator 
a = Qvvs + C(fws,i)) (11) 
where 
C'(fvrs,l) = -TH/5,1 > -2.85, 
= T-'Tws,i - 3[nv'5,l + k{TWS,l +5)] ' —5 < fvK5,i < -2.85, 
= T-'rws,i 
- 3[nKs,i]"^ - ( 3 T ) l / 2  <  T W S , 1  < -5, 
= 0 nvs,i < -(3r)'/=, 
(12) 
k  is chosen such that C [ f w s , i )  = 2.85 for = —2.85. Sun and Puntula (1998) used 
a similar of a in constructing an estimator of the variance of the estimated (3. Their 
adjustment sets the estimator of a equal to one whenever the unit root test is bigger 
than -3.5. This corresponds to setting the estimator equal to one about 97.5% of the 
time when o = 1. The Sun-Pantula procedure improves the estimated variance of the 
S3 
F G L S  when a = 1. However, when a. is close to but not equal to one, the variance 
is severely overestimated resulting in significance levels that are much smaller than the 
nominal levels. Let y. and be the feasible generaiized least squares estimators of n and 
/?, respectively, constructed using d. 
We use the estimated standard error from the one-step Gauss Newton procedure, 
which we denote by se{0GN)-, to define the test statistic as 
tGN0) = (/3 - /^)[se(/3cAf)]~' (13) 
Before investigating the finite sample properties of the suggested statistics, we study 
their limiting properties. The following theorem derives the limiting distribution of the 
test statistics for the first order processes. The result for higher order processes can be 
derived by similar arguments. 
Theorem 1 Let yt satisfy model (3). Let /J and ^ws be the feasible generalized 
lea^t squares estimates of /3 using a and dvvs, respectively, where d is defined in (5). 
Let se{PG\) denote the standard error of the estimate of ^ obtained from the Gauss-
Newton procedure using d as the initial estimate of a and let se[^GN) be the standard 
error using dws as the initial estimate of q. Let tGS0) be as defined in (13), t0ws) 
be the feasible generalized f-statistic for 13 defined in (7) and let 
tcNi^ws) = 0WS — (i)se{^GN)~^ 
Then 
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1. if |a| < 1 
tGNW) A iV(0,l) 
tGN0ws) -'VIO, 1) 
t0ws) A mi) -
2. If a = 1 
t c N i P )  [W22 -
tcNi^vvs) > [C33C22 — 
t0ws)  ^o[.V-^/(A'>0) + /(A'<0)]. 
where 
A' = 0.5Z-'{[VV-(1) - 2^)(l'^'(l) - 6A') -!] + (//- 3A')2 - Z}, K = 
Z = (G-//2-3A-2), G' = 2 f  W \ t ) d t ,  H =  f  W { t ) d t  K  =  2  f  t W i t ) d t - H ,  
Jo Jo Jo 
TI22 = 0.5[A + C(V-)Z^/2] + 1, 
7732 = [A' + C(r)Z /^2|[ 
Jo Jo 
/?33 = [/ W ^ { t ) d t - i f  W { t ) d t f - 2 ^ i f  t W { t ) d t  +  ^ , { f  +  
J o  J o  J o  J o  
C22 = 0.5 A + 1, 
C32 = X [  f  t W { t ) d t  -  0.5 f  W { t ) d t  -  3 - ^ e i ] ,  
Jo Jo 
C33 = rj33^ 
are standaxd normal veiriables, and W { t )  is the standard Brownian Motion. 
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The Gauss-Newton standard error is always larger than the FGLS standard error. 
See the comment at the end of the proof of Theorem (1) in the appendix. This pro­
vides theoretical justification for using the Gauss-Newton procedure to reduce the FGLS 
underestimation of the standard error of the estimator of /3. 
An interesting fact in the proof of Theorem 1 is that the limiting distribution of the 
Gauss-Newton test statistic depends on the error in estimation of a when q = 1. .Also 
the Gauss Newton standard error is a decreasing function of the error in estimation of 
a when a = 1. These results suggest that an initial estimator biased towards one will 
give less biased estimator of the standard error of the estimator of (3. These theoretical 
implications are substantiated by the Monte Carlo study of the Gauss Newton procedure. 
The empirical 97.5% point of the f-statistic defined in (13) is reported in the last 
column of Table 2 as i.975(/3civ). The values in the table are the signed average of 
the 0.025 and 0.975 values. These values axe much closer to the percentiles of the 
Student's t than those for the simple FGLS given in Table 1 and repeated in Table 2. 
Similar results were obtained for sample sizes 50 and 500. Thus t{^GN) can be used as 
an approximate pivotal statistic for inference with regard to the trend coefficient /3 in 
model (3), recognizing that the percentiles for q = 1 and a near one deviate from the 
percentiles of Student's t. Because the variance function changes so rapidly near one, 
we are unable to define a statistic with 2.5% point close to 2.0 for aJl values of a. 
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5.1 The AR(p) Model with Trend 
The Roy-Fuller estimator is based upon adjusting the W S L S  estimator of a  using 
the test for unit root. Therefore, it is nearly as easy to implement in the general AR(p) 
case as in the AR(1) case. In the AR(p) ca^e, the de-trended data, yt. are regressed 
on yt_i, ... ,Ayt-p+i by WSLS. Then the WSLS estimator of a is adjusted 
according to (5) to obtain the modified estimator of a. Finally, i/'i,... ,0p-i are re-
estimated by using OLS to estimate the regression of yt — ayt-i on Ayt-i,... , Ayt-p+i-
To illustrate the performance of the modified estimator in the second order AR case, 
we simulated 10,000 time series according to (3) with (T", p) = (100,2) for several values 
of Q and V'l-
Table 3 gives properties of the distribution of Pws to the corresponding properties of 
the distribution of /3. A description of the Gauss-Newton procedure for the higher order 
autoregressive process is given in the appendix. In computing the variance estimator, 
we included only the term 1, t and yt-i in the Gauss-Newton equations. For details see 
Appendix B. Similar to the first order case, the MSEs of and /3 are nearly the same 
for all values of a and ipi investigated. When is a large positive value, /? is about 
3.5% less efficient than ^ws for values of o close to one. However for negative values of 
^1, /? has smaller MSE than ^ws for aJl values of o investigated. When tl>i = —0.80, ^ 
has an MSE that is about 10% smaller than that of fiws-
As in the first order case, the FGLS estimator of variance underestimates the vari­
ance of the FGLS estimator for values of a near one. The amoimt of underestimation 
is also a function of Consequently, the ordinary FGLS test statistics constructed 
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from the second stage regression of the feasible generalized leeist squares procedure have 
much higher significance levels than the nominal levels, with 97.5% points as large as 
10. 
The Gauss-Newton estimator of variance of 4 is much superior to the FGLS esti­
mator. .As in the first order case, we constructed the estimator of P, denote by /?, using 
the adjustment function (12). For values of a near one, the estimator constructed using 
the C-function in (12) has similar behavior for all values of ipi. 
The signed average of the 2.5% and the 97.5% points of the ^-statistic constructed 
using the Gauss-Newton variance is given in Table 3 as The percentiles of 
the Gauss-Newton ^-statistic for 0 are much superior to those of the FGLS f-statistic, 
but are larger than 2.00 for q = 1 and smaller than 2.00 for a close to, but less than one. 
The Gauss-Newton percentiles deviate from two by more than those in the first order 
case. However, they are much more stable across the range of values of q, compared 
to the percentiles of the FGLS f-statistics. For example the ratio of t_QT50ws) when 
a = 1 to the percentile when a = 0.98 is about 3 for ipi = 0.8, whereas, t_975{pGN) is less 
than twice the percentile for a = 0.98 and tpi = 0.8. Thus, while the percentiles of the 
Gauss-Newton leave much to be desired, they are much superior to those of FGLS. The 




In this example, we illustrate the computations for the proposed statistics using the 
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annual real per capita U.S. gross national product in 1992 constant dollars. The data for 
1909 through 1994 are an extended version of the series analyzed by Nelson and Plosser 
(1982) and later by Schotman and van Dijk (1991). Schotmaji and van Dijk used the 
series from 1909-1988 given in 1987 constant dollars. Our primary data source is the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis web page. The website contains 
data from 1929-1994. We used the simple linear regression of Schotman-van Dijk data 
on the web page data to create a 1992 level series for the years 1909-1928. Following the 
previous authors, we analyze the natural logarithm of the original series and assume the 
series to be a second order autoregressive process where the mean function is a linear 
trend. Thus, we assume model (.3) with p = 2. Some authors analyzing the series have 
postulated a second order process with the mean function being a linear trend with a 
breakpoint. See Vogelsang (1998) and the references therein. Since we are focusing on 
the trend component, we do not include the breakpoint. 
The ordinary least squares estimator of trend is 
Yt = 8.346 -h 0.02158 t. 
The fitted weighted symmetric autoregressive equation is 
Ut = 0.850 ut-i + 0.417 Aut-i 
(0.047) (0.100) 
and the residual mean square is 0.00282. The value of the test statistic for testing for 
a unit root is -3.21. A formal test fails to reject the hypothesis of a unit root at the 5% 
level of significance because the 5% value of the unit root distribution obtained from 
tables in Fuller (1996) for a sample of size 86 is about -3.25. 
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The modified estimator for the autoregressive process defined by (5) is 
Uf — 0.896 Ut—1 "I" 0.391 
(0.057) (0.097) 
The standard error of 0.057 was constructed using the h function defined in Roy and 
Fuller (1999). .An approximate 95% confidence interval for a constructed using the 
modified estimator and the modified standard error is ((0.782, 1.000]. The value one is 
included in the set because the confidence interval is symmetric about the estimate and 
a 0.025 level test would accept a unit root. 
The FGLS estimator of the trend based on the modified weighted symmetric esti­
mated coefficients is 
Yt = 8.374 + 0.0210 i 
(0.028) (0.0014) 
where the standard errors in parantheses are those computed from the estimated gener­
alized least squares treating the estimated autoregressive coefficients as they are the true 
values. The ^-statistic for testing the significance of the trend coefficients constructed 
using this standard error is 15.10. The test statistic constructed using the standard error 
from Gauss-iNewton procedure described in the appendix is 7.81. The biased estimator 
of a constructed using the C-function (12) was used as an initial estimator in the Gauss-
Newton procedure. Both tests reject the hypothesis of zero trend at all reasonable levels, 
but the standard error from the Gauss-Newton procedure is about twice that obtained 
from the estimated generalized least squares procedure, which is consistent with the 
Monte Carlo results of Table 4. 
Example 2 
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In this example we use the interest rate series analyzed by Schotman and van Dijk 
(1991) which is an extended version of the Bond Yield series analyzed by Nelson and 
Plosser (1982). There are 89 observations in the series. The ordinary least squares 
estimator of trend is 
Yt = 2.129 + 0.062 t 
Following Schotman and van Dijk, we fit a third order autoregressive model. The 
weighted symmetric fitted equation is 
ut = 0.946 ut-i + 0.220 Aut-i — 0.152 Aut-2 
(0.033) (0.106) (0.106) 
and the residual mean square is 0.347. The value of the unit root test statistic is -1.63. 
The modified estimator of the autoregressive process is 
Ut = 1.000 + 0.204 Aut-i - 0.184 Aut-2 
(0.048) (0.107) (0.108) 
where d = 1.000 because the test statistic (-1.63) is greater than the median of the 
unit root null distribution (-1.96). To provide a confidence interval for o, we use the 
modified estimator of q that is not restricted to the interval (-1,1]- The estimated value 
is 1.016. Then an approximate 95% confidence interval is (0.920,1.000] where the interval 
is the intersection of a usual 95% interval and the interval (-1,1]. Based on the weighted 
symmetric estimator of a, ipi and 02, the FGLS estimator of trend is 
Yt = 2.335 -I- 0.066 < 
(0.131) (0.028) 
where the stcindard errors are those from FGLS treating the estimated autoregressive 
coefficients as true values. The value of the FGLS f-statistic is 2.35. The estimated 
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FGLS trend equation using the modified estimator of the autoregressive coefficients is 
AYT = 0.068 
(0.063) 
where the estimator is the mean of the first differences. The standard error of 0.063 was 
constructed using the Gauss-Newton procedure described in appendix and the biased 
estimator of a constructed using the C-function in (12). Because the ^-statistic is 1.07 the 
hypothesis if zero trend is easily accepted. As in the preceding example, and consistent 
with the Monte Carlo results of Table 4, the Gauss-Newton standard error is about twice 
that of FGLS. 
6. Summary and Conclusions 
Estimators of the autoregressive parameters were used to construct feasible general­
ized least squares estimators of the trend coeflBcient in the trend plus AR error model. 
The variances of the feasible generalized least squares estimators of the trend coefficient 
axe heavily dependent on the parameters of the autoregressive process. Consequently, 
studentized statistics constructed from the estimators using the feasible generalized least 
squares estimated variances have variances much greater than one. We propose a stu­
dentized statistic constructed using the Gauss-Newton estimator of the variance of the 
estimator of the trend coefficient. Simulation results show that the 2.5% and 97.5% 
points of this statistic are much closer to the percentiles used in practice than those 
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constructed with estimated generalized least squares variances. However, there remains 
a large difference between the behavior of the test statistic for trend for q = 1 and that 
for a close to but less than one. 
Appendix A 
Proof of Theorem 1 
Cjise: |q| < 1 
Since a and aws are consistent estimators of q and ^ and ^ws are the feasible 
generalized least squares estimators of (i based on d and qws, respectively, we have 
r3 /2(4_ /? )  AiV(0 ,<72)  
T ^ ' X ^ w s - d ) - ^  N { Q , ctI )  
where ajj = 12(1 — q)~^. See Canjel and Watson (1997) or Grenander and Rosenblatt 
(1958). Now we need to get the probability limit of se{^GN)- Let us denote the (ij)-th 
element of the sums of squares and products matrix from the Gauss-Newton regression 
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by Vij. Then 
u i i  =  ( r - l ) ( l -d )2  +  [ ( l -a ) ' /V(a<  1)  +  / (Q =  1)P  
T 
yi2 = y^(l -  Q)[f(l -  q) +Q:] + [(1 -  Q)^^^/(a < 1) + I { q = 1)]^ 
t=2 
T 
t ' l3  =  ^( l -Q:)y(- i  
t=2 
T 
V22 = y^[^(l - q) + Q]^ + [(1 - < 1) + /(g = 1)]^ 
t=2 
T 




where I  { A )  denotes the indicator function of the event A .  
Because for \a\ < 1, = Op{T), EL2 ^  "<-1 
Op(T^^^), we have 
/ \ 
O p { T )  O p ( T 2 )  O p i T ' f ^ )  
y  = Op(r2) O p { T ^ )  Op(r3/2) 
^ Op(ri/2) c>p(r3/2) O p i T )  
where V is the sums of squares Eind products matrix from the Gauss-Newton regression. 
Then 
se{0GN) « [vnv22 -
where a fa b means that /jlimr-^oo = 1. Now [uuUjz — Vii is the same as 
the leading term in the variance of the feasible generalized least squares estimator of fS 
Hence the result. 
Case: q = 1 
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When Q = 1, we have 
A A^(0,1) 
T i / ' ( / ^ ivs - l )AiV(0 , l )  
See Canjel and Watson (1997). Also 
T i a w s )  X  
See Fuller (1996). Because (a — 1) = O p { T  ' ) ,  
Op{T^), "«-i = Op{T^^^), we have 
^  Op( i )  Op( i )  Op( r /2 )^  
V = 
c»p( i )  Op( r )  Op( r /2 )  
Op(r^ /2)  0^(7-3 /2)  (9^(7^2)  / 
Therefore 
or 
5e(/3GAf) !=S [^33^22 " U32] 
r'/^5e(^Civ) « [(r-2t;33)(r-^t;22) - (T'-^/'u32)T'^'(r-'u33)^/' 
Noting that C(.) is a continuous function we have 
T i a - l )  X  +  C { Y ) Z ' ^ ^  
Now because 
T 
f w { t ) d t ,  
t=2 
T ^ rl 
t=2 
T 
r-'E"Li f ' w { t ) d t ,  
t=2 Jo 
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and n^^'^{(3—(3) converges in distribution to a standard normal variable, we have — 
r]22i T~^I'^vz2 »732, and r/33 Therefore 
t G N 0 )  [^33^22 - '732]^''^^^''^^0 
The limiting distribution of toNi0ws) is derived similarly and hence omitted. The 
leading term in the variance of the FGLS estimator of /3 is (I — awsYT^H^ws < 
I) + f{aws > 1)^- Because 
T { a w s - l ) - ^ X  
we have the result. • 
Note: The expression for the standard error from the FGLS procedure is where 
are the elements of W ~ ^  and W is the upper left 1x1 block of V  if 01^5 = 1 
or the upper left 2x2 block of V if 01^5 < 1. Thus the standard error from the 
FGLS procedure is smaller than the where are the elements of V~K Also the 
expression for the leading term in the Gauss-Newton variajice expression 
T T T 
+1 '+ ' ) '>  -  (E  1)+1) ! / . - . ) ' ] - '  
2 I 1 
is an increasing function of the error in estimation, A = (d — 1). 
A 
Appendix B 
We provide here the Gauss-Newton equations used for estimating the variance of 
the estimated generalized leaist squares estimator of the trend coeflBcient for p-th order 
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autoregressive process. 
Let F' be a r X 3 matrix defiaed by 
=  ( 1 , 1 , . . . , ! ) '  Q < 1  
= (1, 0 , . . . ,0)' a = l 
(Fr2,...,F ; 2 ) '  =  ( l , 2 , . . . , p ) '  a < l  
= (1 ,1 , . . . , ! ) '  Q  =  1  
( F r 3 , . . . , F ; 3 ) '  =  ( 0 , 0 , . . . , o r  
and for f = p + 1 F, 
= ( 1 - a )  
F'Y = f -  q(z  - 1) - (/'I l^p_l 
= yt-i 
where 
yt = Yt - il - ^  t. 
Also let e* be defined by 
( f i i , . . .  ,  Cp)  =  (yx , . . .  ,yp)  Q <C 1  
= ,Ai/p-i) Q = 1 
and 
et = e' = yt - ayt-i - xi^iAyt-i i^p-iAyt-p+u t = p + l,... ,T. 
Let V be the pxp covariance matrix of the first p observations of the estimated stationary 
process when q < 1. Let V i be the (p — 1) x (p — 1) covariance matrix of the first p — 1 
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observations of the estimated stationary process for AYt when q = 1. Let 
V2 = Block diag[l,Vi]. 
Let F'j) be the first p x 3 block of F"" and let 
(Fa,F,2,Ft3) = (F',Fr2,F;3) 
for f = p +1,..., r. 
Define 
F„| = a<l 
F i ' )  =  « = 1  
Then the Gauss-Newton regression equations are defined by 
+ ^£2^/? + FtzAoc -f- i/t (B.l) 
where 
(e,,...,ep)' = a<l 
(ei,...,ep)' = ,e;)' q = 1 
The standard error for the estimated generalized least squares estimator of l3 is the usual 
standard error of A f 3  from the ordinary least squares fit of (B.l). 
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Table 1 Properties of Feasible Generalized Least Squares Estimators of the 
Trend Parameter/5(=0) in the Linear Trend with AR(1) Error Model 
(T = 100) 
T  X  M S E  f-Statistic 
a  0OLS 0WS / 3  i . 9 7 5 i 0 O L s )  t 3 7 5 0 w s )  t . 9 7 5 0 )  
LOO 1.06572 1.0.5015 1.02044 8.76 8.36 5.15 
0.98 0.47596 0.47807 0.45478 6.00 5.81 3.70 
0.97 0.34807 0.33199 0.32509 5.27 5.11 3.28 
0.95 0.19492 0.19685 0.20350 4.47 4.31 2.93 
0.90 0.07662 0.07.580 0.08608 3.43 3.21 2.40 
0.80 0.02438 0.02387 0.02472 2.59 2.67 2.23 
0.70 0.011.56 0.01157 0.01169 2.36 2.38 2.10 
0.60 0.00686 0.00688 0.00692 2..30 2.26 2.08 
0.40 0.00327 0.00328 0.00328 2.13 2.17 2.05 
0.00 0.00120 0.00120 0.00120 2.00 2.02 1.99 
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Table 2 The 97.5 Percentiles of the Distribution of Studentized Statistics for 
/? as a Function of a (T = 100) 
Statistic 
q  (• .S'si^OLs) t .975{f3vvs) t .975{0GN) 
1.00 8.76 8.36 5.15 2.35 
0.98 6.00 5.81 3.70 1.81 
0.97 5.27 5.11 3.28 1.76 
0.95 4.47 4.31 2.93 1.86 
0.90 3.4.3 3.21 2.40 1.95 
0.80 2.59 2.67 2.23 2.11 
0.70 2.36 2.38 2.10 2.08 
0.60 2.30 2.26 2.08 2.06 
0.40 2.13 2.17 2.05 2.05 
0.00 2.00 2.02 1.99 1.98 
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Table 3 Properties of Trend Estimator for AR(2) model (T = 100) 
MSEiPws) 
MSE(0) t .975{0Ws) i .97500 n)  
(1,00, 0.80) 1.094 10.53 3.19 
(0.98, 0.80) 0.965 3.05 1.69 
(0.95, 0.80) 0.986 2.48 1.97 
(0.90, O.SO) 1.008 2.26 2.00 
(0.80, 0.80) 1.002 2.15 2.00 
(1.00, 0.50) 1.040 9.06 2.80 
(0.98, 0.50) 1.058 3.67 1.50 
(0.95, 0.50) 0.978 2.95 1.67 
(0.90, 0.50) 1.013 2.51 1.91 
(0.80, 0.50) 1.016 2.27 2.02 
(1.00, 0.00) 1.040 8.95 2.79 
(0.98, 0.00) 1.076 4.75 1.57 
(0.95, 0.00) 1.060 3.41 1.47 
(0.90, 0.00) 1.016 2.90 1.74 
(0.80, 0.00) 1.022 2.53 1.91 
(1.00,-0.50) 1.029 8.80 2.71 
(0.98,-0.50) 1.073 5.38 1.87 
(0.95,-0.50) 1.112 3.80 1.55 
(0.90,-0.50) 1.081 3.18 1.65 
(0.80,-0.50) 1.023 2.79 1.90 
(1.00,-0.80) 1.042 8.62 2.84 
(0.98,-0.80) 1.071 5.70 2.00 
(0.95,-0.80) 1.113 4.07 1.55 
(0.90,-0.80) 1.099 3.25 1.56 
(0.80,-0.80) 1.024 2.79 L82 
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A LIKELIHOOD BASED ESTIMATOR FOR 
VECTOR AUTOREGRESSIVE PROCESSES 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Time Series Analysis 
Anlndya Roy and Wayne A. Fuller 
Abstract 
A onestep estimator which Is an approximation to the unconditional maximum likeli­
hood estimator of the coefficient matrices of a Gaussian first order vector autoregressive 
process is presented. The onestep estimator is easy to compute and numerically stable. 
In finite samples the onestep estimator generally has smaller mean square error than 
the ordinary least squares estimator. When the process has one unit root, the onestep 
estimator of the parameter associated with the unit root has a mean square error that 
is about eighty percent of that of the ordinary least squares estimator. The estima­
tion procedure is extended to higher order processes via the first order representation of 
higher order autoregressive processes. The limiting distribution of the onestep estimator 
for processes with some unit roots is derived. 
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Key words: Unit root, Vector Autoregressive process, Unconditional maximum likeli­
hood. 
1. Introduction 
Research in estimation and inference for autoregressive processes has flourished in 
both the statistics and econometrics literature for several decades. With the growing evi­
dence of nonstationarity or near nonstationarity in many commonly used time series, the 
literature for autoregressive processes has grown in areas of estimation for nonstationary 
or nearly nonstationary autoregressive processes. Many estimators, both regression type 
estimators and likelihood based estimators, have been proposed for the coefficients of 
univariate autoregressive processes. Considerably less research heis been conducted on 
estimation of coefficient matrices of vector autoregressive processes. Due to the compu­
tational difficulty associated with likelihood estimation for vector autoregressive process, 
the ordinary least squares estimator is commonly used in practice. 
Tsay and Tiao (1990) derived the asymptotic distribution of the lecist squares esti­
mator for a vector autoregressive process with all roots equal to one. Ahn and Reinsel 
(1990) discussed the asymptotic distribution of the least squares estimator for a general 
p-th order vector autoregressive process with some unit roots. Also they presented a 
Gaussian partial reduced rank estimation procedure for such processes. Phillips and 
Durlauf (1986), Phillips and Hansen (1990) and Phillips (1995) have developed modified 
least squares estimators for the vector autoregressive process. Fountis (1983), and Foim-
tis and Dickey (1989) developed tests for unit roots in the multivariate AR(p) model 
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using the ordinary least squares estimator. Johansen (1988, 1991) studied maximum 
likelihood estimation and testing for cointegration under the Gaussian model. 
Much of the work has assumed a fixed initial value for the process. Although the 
limiting distributions of the estimators do not depend on the initial observation, empir­
ical evidence shows that neglecting the information in the initial observation can result 
in loss of efficiency in samples of small or moderate size. Gonzales-Faricis (1992) has 
considered maximum likelihood estimation for univariate autoregressive processes when 
the initial observation is drawn from the stationary distribution. The estimator is also 
known as the unconditional maximum likelihood estimator. 
Elliott, Rothenberg and Stock (1996) and Elliott (1997) have developed a most pow­
erful invariant test under the unconditional univariate model. The unconditional max­
imum likelihood estimator has better finite sample properties than the OLS estimator 
for most parametric configurations. See, Pantula, Gonzales-Farias and Fuller (1994), 
and Cox (1991). Recently Shin (1992) has developed unit root tests for multivariate 
.'\R(p) process based on the unconditional maximum likelihood estimator of the coeffi­
cient of the autoregressive process. However the unconditional likelihood equations are 
non-linear. For example, for the first order univariate autoregressive process, the max­
imum likelihood estimator is obteiined as a solution to a cubic equation. When there 
is a nonzero mean in the model, the maximum likelihood estimator of the autoregres­
sive coefficient is obtained as a solution to a fifth degree polynomial equation. Solving 
the likelihood equations in the multivariate case requires nimaerical techniques and the 
calculations can be imstable due to the complicated nature of the equations. 
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In view of the computational difficulty associated with the unconditional maximum 
likelihood estimator, it is reasonable to find approximations to the maximum likelihood 
estimator that perform well in small to moderate sample sizes and also can be expressed 
in closed form. In the univariate case, the weighted symmetric estimator. Fuller (1996, 
pp 415), approximates the unconditional maximum likelihood quite well and has per­
formance superior to the ordinary lecist squares estimator with respect to the mean 
square error criteria over the whole parameter space. Also modifications of the weighted 
symmetric estimator typically outperform the modified ordinary least squares estima­
tors. See, Roy and Fuller (1998). Deo (1995) proposed a modification of the weighted 
symmetric estimator in the vector case. However, the modified weighted symmetric es­
timator has mixed performance compared to the ordinary least squares estimator, being 
superior for some parameters and inferior for others. 
In Section 2, we derive the likelihood equations for the first order vector autoregres-
sive model with Gaussian error and write the equations in a form suitable for approxima­
tion. Using this form of the likelihood equations, we suggest a one-step approximation 
to the solution of the likelihood equations. In Section 3, we generalize the proposed 
estimator to multivariate AR(p) model. Monte Carlo simulation results comparing the 
properties of the one-step estimator with those of the ordinary least squares estimator 
for the coefficient matrix of a first order vector autoregressive process are given in Sec­
tion 4. Section 5 contains simulation results for the higher order vector autoregressive 
processes. In Section 6, we summarize the findings. 
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2. A Likelihood-Based Estimator 
Consider the first order zero mean vector autoregressive model : 
Yt = AYt-i+^t for< = 2, ...,n (B.2) 
et ^ N/(O, See)i 
where Kj is a A: x 1 vector and A  i s  a .  k  x  k  matrix. The eigenvalues of A  are assumed 
to be less then one in absolute value. The first observation, Ki, is assumed to be drawn 
from the stationary distribution. Then the log likelihood is 
I AS„)  =  c  -  | iog | s„ |  -  j iog |V|  -  iy , 'v - 'y .  
t=2  
where C is a constant, and the positive definite matrix V  is the variance of the Y t  
process. The matrix V is the solution to the equation 
V  =  A V A '  +  See. (B.3) 
The maximum likelihood estimator of A is a solution to the likelihood equations, where 
the equations are obtained by setting the partial derivatives with respect to the pa­
rameters equal to zero. We concentrate on the first set of equations which involves the 
derivative with respect to the coefiBcient matrix. To construct the likelihood equations we 
need the derivatives of the three terms involving A with respect to A. Before proceeding 
further, we define some notations. For kx k matrices A and B let L{A) = Vec(A) and 
(A®B)^  =  (A '®B: i ,A '®B ' .2 , . . - ,A '0B ' . f c ) ' ,  whe re  B '  =  { B ' , i , B ' . ^ , . . . , B ' , ^ ) ,  
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is the i-th column of S', Vec{ A )  of a n x m matrix is the nm x 1 vector ob­
tained by stacking the columns of A, and A ® B \s the Kronecker Product of A and 
B, such that the {ij)-th. block of A 0 B is a,jJ3 where Oij is the (i.;)th element of A. 
Differentiation of the log likelihood gives 
M V)' ® / + (/ ® ( A V ) \ ] ( I  ® I - A ' Q  A ' ) - ' ,  
'  = -L{2V-'Y,Y, 'V- '  -diag{V-'Y,Yy'V-')},  
and 
=  L {  2V-' - d i a g ( V - ' )  } ,  
where for a square matrix A, d i a g { A )  is a diagonal matrix with the same diagonal 






= -2L(S-'5.,) + 2£(E-US„), 
where 
r 
= forz,i = 0,l. (B.4) 
t=2  
Thus the likelihood equations are 
[ { A V y ® I  +  ( / ® ( A V ) ' ) >  +  ( 5 u ® S - ^ ) £ ( A )  =  ( / ® S : ; 5 o J £ ( J ) ,  
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where 
®  =  i ( / ®  J _  A ' ®  A ' ) " '  
x I { 2 V - '  -  d i a g { V - ^ )  -  2 V - ^ Y i Y \ V - ^  +  d i a g { V - ^ Y i Y \ V - ^ ) } .  
(B.5) 
The likelihood equations are highly non-linear equations in A .  The standard procedure is 
to solve them numerically using, for example, a Newton-Raphson iterative method. One 
way to construct an approximation is to replace some of the parametric functions with 
consistent estimators. A first approximation to the solution of the likelihood equations 
is the solution to the resulting system. We seek substitutions such that the approximate 
likelihood equations are linear. 
Now 
[ { A V ) ' ® I ] x  =  L [ L - \ x ) A V ]  =  [ I  ®  L - \ x ) \ [ V  ®  I ) L { A )  
and 
[ I ® { A V ) \ x  =  [ I  ®  L - \ x ) ' ] { V  ®  I ) L { A ) .  
Thus we can rewrite the likelihood equations as 
+ J]I(A) = { I  ®  S o v ) L { I ) .  (B.6) 
We construct a consistent estimator i of a; by replacing A  with a consistent estimator of 
A in the expression for x. We use an estimator Atp, obtained from a tapered regression 
of Kj on Yt-i, for which the estimated roots are less thaji one in absolute value. We 
describe the tapered regression in the section on higher order processes. Also we replace 
I l l  
V by its consistent estimator n~'5n ajid replace See with a consistent sajnple estimator 
See, where 
See = (n -  k^rHSoo -  SoiSr/Sio), (B.7) 
and S i j ,  i , j  = 0,1, are defined in (B.4). Then solving the approximate equations we get 
a onestep estimator for A as 
A o s  = [ I  +  ' 2 n - ' ± , , L - ' { x ) ] ~ ' A o L s .  (B.S) 
One might use A o s  of (B.S) as an initial estimator and iterate the process. This would 
require checking that the roots of Aos are less than one. We choose to study the 
p rope r t i e s  o f  A o s -
3. Higher Order Process 
Consider the k-dimensional p-th order autoregressive process 
Y t = AiY t_i + A2Y t-2 + ••• + ApY t-p + €t (B.9) 
where the coeflBcients Ai, A2,... , Ap are k x k matrices and et ~ A'^/(0, Sjt). 
Let X [  = (K;,y;_i,...y;_p+i) and A = (Ai : A2 : ... : Ap). Also let B '  = (A' : M'), 
where Ai" = (/ : 0) is a k{p — 1) x kp matrix with the first k{p — 1) x k{p — 1) block as 
the identity matrix. Then we can write the p-th order autoregressive process as a first 
order process 
Xt — BXt—i Ct (B.IO) 
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where e[ = (Cj,0, ...,0) and Cf ~ iV/ (0,  See) with See = blockdiag{'Sii ,0).  For rii  x  mi, 
"2 X rn2i and (ni +712) x (mi +m2) matrices Ci, C2 and C3, C3 = blockdiag{Ci,C2) 
means that the diagonal blocks of C3 are Ci and C2- The stationary variance covariance 
matrix, V, of Xj is a solution to the equation 
V = BVJB' + See. 
As in the first order process, derivation of the likelihood equations need the deriva­
tives of the elements of V with respect to the elements of A. Differentiation gives 
= {[(SV)'0 ( / :  0)]P + [( /:0)®(BV)']H.}(/Q/-S'®B'r' ,  
where P is a permutation matrix chosen to put all the zero columns in the first part of 
o r  i \^\ f  
to right part of the matrix. The zero columns occur because the derivatives 
of the constant matrix M with respect to the elements of A are zero. Also 
f ix 'V~^ X 
'  = -L{2V-'X^X'^V-'  -  diag{V-'X^X'^V-')} 
and 
= i{ 2V-' - diagiV-')) .  
Letting 
n 
Q(A) =  ^  (y ,  -  Ajf . -o ' s - ' cv ,  -  Ajf , - , ) ,  
t=i 
we have 
=-2£{E,-'( E V,A-;..)} + 2£{S.-,'A(E 
^ ' t=P+l t=P+l 
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Let 
z = \{1 ® 1 -  B' ® B'Y'  
xL{2V-'  -  diag{V-')  -  IV-'X.X' .V'  + diagiV-'X.X' .V- ')} 
(B.ll) 
and w = Pz.  One can show z = w. See the appendix. Thus the likelihood equations 
are 
2(/ : 0)L-'(i)BV + E-"AS„ = ^ Y.X', . , )  
f=P+l 
or 
2S„L- ' (z )BV +  B5n =  S,  01 (B.12) 
where Sij  = Xt-iX't^j^ i , j  = 1,2. In the expression (B.12), we replace V with 
t * 
the consistent estimator n~'Su and replace See with the consistent estimator See, where 
See is the estimated error covariance matrix in the ordinary lecist squares regression of 
Xt on Xt-i. Thus we have 
[I + 2n-"S:, ,L-\z)]B = B ols (B.13) 
To compute an estimator of z, we require an estimator of B such that the estimated 
I — B IS nonsingular. We use a data taper, described in equations (B.14) and (B.15), to 
obtain a consistent regression estimator of A, cind, hence, of B, such that all estimated 
roots of B are less thaji one in absolute value. Consider the data taper 
(p  +  l ) -^f  f  =  l , . . . ,p  
1 f = p + 1, ...,n —p (B-14) 
(p+l)"^(n - f + I) f = n —p +l,...,n 
ct = < 
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Let Ui = Yt — Y , f = 1,2, where Y = n~^ Ym=i + p) x 1 
vector Mo be defined as u 'q = (wo,i, Mq 2,. • • , ^ 'o,n+p)'i  where tto.t for t  = 1,2,..., n + p, 
are A: x 1 vectors, and 
t io, t  = 
CtVt f = l,2, ...,n 
(B.15) 
0 t  =  n  +  I , n  +  p .  
Let S be T^Mn+p) bg g^ch that 5(x'i,x2,... ,a:Up)' = (^n+P'^'i'--- '^Up-i) ' 
where each x,-,f = 1,2,... ,n + />, are A: x 1 vectors. Define the k{n + p) x 1 vectors 
,Wp by Ui = S^Uoi i = 1,2,... ,p. Let Uj be a fcp x 1 vector defined as 
Ut = Let Atp and Btp denote the tapered regression estimators of 
A and B, respectively, where the tapered estimator of A is 
n+p _ n+p 
A<p=(xi" ' "0  (B.16)  
i=i t=i 
Let df = C(. Let Sn,tp = denote the sums of squares and products 
matrix of u and let See.tp denote the sums of squares and products of the residuals from 
the tapered regression,  normalized by df.  
n+p n+p , ri+p n+p 
u[ut - (J2 ^ u'tut ) (J] . 
t=i t=i t=i 
Then Atp,Sii^tp a^d See.tp satisfy the equation 
{dJ^Siijp) = Atp{df^Sii^tp)A^p + ^ ee,tp (B.17) 
that is analogous to the equation (B.3) satisfied by the population parameters. Because 
Atp satisfies (B.17),  the roots of Atp are less than one in absolute value.  We estimate z 
by replacing A with its consistent estimator Atp. Using the likelihood equations (B.13), 
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the onestep estimator of B is 
Bos = [I ^2n-' t , ,L- '{z)]- 'BoLS. (B.18) 
t=p+i t=p+i  
n 
S„ = (n-fcp) ' ^ {(a5t-a;(o))-Boi:s(a!t-i-iC(i))}{(®(-«(o))--Boi5(a!4-i-®(i))}', 
t=p+i 
z = 
x  i{2V,;' - diag(v:,') - -IV;;+ dUgiV;^'X^X;v;,')}, 
" —I 
where X(,) = (n - /? - 1)"' X!r=p+i ®'-" ' = 0^ 1 and V^p = dj Su^tp-
We now derive the limiting distribution of the onestep estimator for the canonical 
form of the system. We describe below the canonical form for the coeflBcient matri­
ces. The elements of the coefficient matrices of any other representation are linear 
combinations of the elements of the canonical coefficient matrices. We study only pro­
cesses where the portion of the Jordan canonical form associated with the unit roots 
is a ^r-dimensional identity matrix. Our canonical form for the pth order ^-dimensional 
autoregressive process with g unit roots is 
where {Y'^, Y'^t) = Y[, the vector Yu is the vector composed of the first g elements of 
Yt,  the upper left  portion of See is  Ig,Hi = blockdiag{Ig,  H 1,22},  and Hi^22—Ik-g 
is  nonsingular.  The conformable part i t ion of ej  of (B.19) is  where is  a  g-




C2t — e^jSeeI2 + 02tt 
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where Seei2 is the upper g x {k — g) part of See, a2t is uncorrelated with and 
E{a2ta.'2t} = Saa22 (B.20) 
We also write the first order representation of the process in (B.IO) in a canonical 
form. The Jordan block associated with the unit roots of B is diagonal if there exists a 
nonsingular matrix P such that 
B = p-'diag{I,B22)P 
Thus if Xt is a first order vector autoregressive process satisfying (B.IO), P is a non-





Y 0 B22 J 
Xt-,^ 
U E ^ •2jee,ll •2^ee,12 
See,2l See,22 J 
(B.21) 
where See.n is positive definite. Then the forms (B.19) and (B.21) are equivalent in the 
sense that the process Yt can be reduced to (B.19) if and only if the process Xt can be 
reduced to (B.21). 
Proposition 1 
Let Vt be a A: dimensional pth order autoregressive process with g unit roots, satisfy­
ing (B.9) and let Xt be the corresponding process written in the first order form (B.IO). 
Then there exists  a  nonsingular matrix Q such that  A,- = Qblockdiag{I,  H22)Q~^, 
where I  — H22 is  nonsingular iff  there exists  a  nonsingular matrix P such that  B — 
Pblockdiag{I, B22)P~^ 1 where I — B22 is nonsingular. 
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The following theorem gives the limiting distribution of the onestep estimator of 
the coefficient matrices of the canonical form. We give the distribution for the mean 
adjusted estimator. 
Theorem 1 
Let Ythe a. A:-dimensional pth order autoregressive process reducible to the canonical 
form (B.19). Let Xt be the corresponding first order process written in the canonical 
form (B.21). Assume the Cj are iid(0, See) random variables or that the Cj are martingale 
differences with respect to sigma-fields {At} generated by {ci, 62,Cj} satisfying 
£{(6^,6(6^)1^-1} = (0, See) a.s. 
and 
< Ml < 00 a.s. 
for some <5 > 0. Partition X\ as (X'^, XjJ, where Xu is the ^r-dimensional vector with 
g unit roots. Assume that is a stationary process with = 0 and 
Xi,o = 0. Let the onestep estimator of B be defined by (B.18). Then 
Dr^iB'os -  B') 
( 
\ 9 2. 
\ 
where Sao22 is as described in (B.20) with respect to the first order canonical process 
Dn = diag{n, n, . . . ,  n,  
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G = f W'{r)W"{r)dr,  T = /  W'{r)dW"{r),  C= f  W{r)dr,  
Jo Jo Jo 
W{r) is the standard vector Wiener process, W"(r) = W(r) — W(s)dsy Ggg is the 
upper left g y. g portion of G, first g rows of T consist of (Tii,Ti2), the elements of 
are zero mean normal random variables with 
Var{V'ec('^2.)} = E„©VZiH, 
and V[,i i i  = E{X2,t-iX'2,t_i},  is the matrix composed of the first g rows of 
2Z."'(^)See, and ^ is a function of the roots of the equation \Ir  — Sg^l = 0 and the 
standard vector Wiener process, the specific form of which is given Lemma 6 in the 
appendix and the random variable 3 is defined in Lemma 3 in the appendix. 
4. Simulation Results: First Order Process 
In this section we present some Monte Carlo results for a particular form of estimator 
(B.8) for the first order process 
Yt- ti  = A{Yt-i  -  A*) + e(,  
Bt ~ A''/(0,E„, 
where Yt and /x axe 2-dimensional column vectors. The parameter matrices are 
f i  = 
/ \ 
0 
, A = 
, 0 , 









The observations are created with V^o = 0 if a,-,- = 1, f = 1,2, and eis zero mean stationary 
observations when |an| < 1. The ordinary least squares estimator 
A- ols  = 
an,OLS ^n,OLS 
0.2\ ,OLS 022,OLS 
is computed as the ordinary least squares regression of Vj on That is 
Aois = E(y, - v-ioijiv,-. - - f (,))(y,-, - V(.))']-', 
t=2  1=2 
(B.23) 
where 
y( , )  =  (n- i ) - ' ^ r ,_ , - ,  i  =  o , i .  (B.24) 
t=2 
The estimated error covajriance matrix is 
t=2 
x{{Yt - K(o)) - AoLs{Yt-i  -  Fd))}'. (B.25) 
For computationaJ convenience, prior to calculation of equation (B.8) the data are 
transformed using a nonsingulax transformation T, such that 
TSn,tpT'=I and TSe^T'= A, 
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where A is a diagonal matrix. Suppose PAP' and Q\Q' are the spectral represen­
tations of Sii^tp and respectively, where P and Q are orthogonal 
matrices. Then T = Q . The transformed model is 
T{YT -TI)  = ATIVT-I  - /i) + TET,  





is computed as 
Aos = T-'AOST, (B.26) 
where A qs is  
Aos = [I + 2n~^\L{z)]~^AoLS, 
where A ols  =  TA olsT~\ 
z = - Atp 0 Atp)~^L{I -  2Ty^y\T'  + diag{Ty^y\T')},  
yi  = Yi — Y and Y = n~^ 13^=1 ^estimator Atp is the tapered estimator (B.16) 
computed using the transformed observations T{Yt — K).  
The estimators (B.23) and (B.26) are computed with mean adjusted observations. 
For the ordinary least squares estimator (B.23) the dependent vaxiable Yt and the 
explanatory variable Yt-i were adjusted by ^(o) and respectively, where K(o) 
and K(i) axe defined in (B.24). The ordinary least squares estimator (B.25) of the 
error covaxiance matrix See was computed as the sum of squares of residuals from the 
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ordinary least squares regression of {Yt — Y(q)) on (Vt_i — The computation 
for the onestep estimator (B.26) requires computation of the tapered estimator Atp, 
defined in (B.16), and also requires the initial observation Yi. The observations used 
for computation of the tapered regression and the initial observation Yi, were adjusted 
by K = stationary case, the mean adjusted estimator of A is 
asymptotically equivalent to the estimator computed with the original observations {Yt— 
fi). The work of Park (1990) and Pantula (1989) indicate that when the process has 
a root close to one in absolute value and the sample size is small, the mean adjusted 
estimators are preferred to the ones calculated with the original observations {Yt — //). 
Table 1 gives empirical properties of the onestep estimator of an and of the ordinary 
least squares estimator of an, for various values of an and 022- The sample size, n, is 
100 and the results are for 10,000 Monte Carlo replications. The bias of the onestep 
estimator is, in general, slightly smaller than that of the least squares estimator. For 
large values of an the bias of the onestep estimator is about 91% of the bias of the 
ordinary least squares estimator. 
The ratio of the mean square error of the onestep estimator of an to that of the 
ordinary least squares estimator of an is given in column S. When an is close to or 
equal to one, the onestep estimator has a much smaller variance. For such cases the mean 
square error of the onestep estimator of an is 82% to 92% of that of the ordinary least 
squares estimator. When both an and 022 are equai to one, the onestep estimator has 
a mean square error that is about 11% smaller than that of the least squares estimator. 
The properties of the onestep estimator for an in the case an = 1 and 022 = 0 are 
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very close to the properties of the weighted symmetric estimator of a unit autoregressive 
coefficient in a univariate first order autoregression. When both an and 022 are far from 
one, the onestep estimator and the ordinary least squares estimator are almost identical. 
The estimated covariance matrix of the ordinary least squares estimator is 
n 
V{Vec{AoLs) }  =  Sc. ® - F(i))(yt-i - K(i))']-' (B.27) 
t=2  
To define pivotal statistics for the ordinary least squares procedure and the onestep 
procedure we use the standard errors defined as the square roots of the diagonal elements 
of (B.27). Then a pivotal statistic for the ordinary least squares estimator of a,j, the 
(ij)-th element of A, is 
^ i j fOLS  ~  ^  { ^ i j ,OLS  ^ i j )  
and a pivotal statistic for the onestep estimator of a,j is 
i i j ,OS  — ^  { ^ i j ,OS  ^ i j ) ^  
where V"{atj,0£,s} is the appropriate diagonal element of (B.27). The last two columns 
of Table 1 give the 2.5% point of the pivotal statistics coiTesponding to the onestep 
estimator and the ordinary least squares estimator. In the stationary ca^e the 2.5% 
points of the onestep pivotal statistic is, in general, closer to -2, the 2.5% point of the 
Student's t distribution, than those of the ordinary least squares pivotal statistics. Even 
when Oil = 1 the onestep pivotal statistic has a 2.5% point which is closer to -2, than 
that of the least squares estimator. When an = 1 the 2.5% points of the onestep pivotal 
statistic fall in the range [-3.39, -2.81] for different values of 022, which is wider than 
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the corresponding range, [-3.57, -3.14] for the 2.5% point of the lejist squares pivotal 
statistic. 
Table 2 gives the empirical properties of the estimators of 022- When both an and 
022 are large, the onestep estimator is better than the ordinary least squares estimator 
with respect to the mean square error criterion. When 022 is far away from one, the 
estimators have similar behavior. 
The performances of the onestep estimators of 021 and relative to the correspond­
ing ordinary least squares estimators are similar to the performances of the onestep es­
timators of an and 022, relative to the corresponding ordinary least squares estimators, 
respectively. Hence the empirical properties of the estimators of 021 and 012 are not 
reported here. 
Table 3-5 give the empirical properties of the onestep estimator and the lea.st squares 









S „ =  "  
\ 0.7 1 
This parametric configuration is similcir to those considered by Stock (1987), and Phillips 
and Hansen (1990). In this configuration Vi,t and V2,t have high correlation which residts 
in larger varicinces for the ordinary least squcires estimator. Thus, although the biases 
of the ordinary lezist squaxes estimators for model (B.28) cire, in general, slightly smaller 
for than the biases for model (B.22), the mean square errors axe larger due to a much 
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larger contribution from the variances. When both an and 022 are equal to one the 
process does not have the canonical form of Theorem 1 and, hence that case is not 
reported here. For the parameter values investigated, the onestep estimators of an and 
021 are, in general, superior to the corresponding least squares estimators with respect 
to the mean square error criterion. When an and 022 are both equal to 0.95, the mean 
square errors of the onestep estimators of an and a2i are about 20% smaller than those 
of the corresponding least squares estimators. In general when both an and 022 are 
close to one, the onestep estimator has big gains in elEciency over the least squares 
estimator. The estimators for 022 show similar efficiencies, with the onestep estimator 
being slightly superior in general. The performances of the estimators of ai2 are similar 
to the performances of the corresponding estimators for a22-
The performance of the onestep estimator relative to that of the ordinary lecist 
squares estimator for other sample sizes, e.g. n = 50 and n = 500, not reported here, is 
similar to that for n = 100. 
5. Simulation Results ; Higher Order Process 
We present simulation results for the two dimensional AR(2) process. The results 
are based on 10000 samples of size 100. The vector Yt is composed of two components, 
where the fth component is defined as 
Vt.f = + Q;2«V,-,t-2 + Ct.t, i = 1,2, (B.29) 
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where 
an = mn + m2,, Q2« = 
^ l,l"i2il < 1, for i = li2i and (mij,m2,) are the roots of the process. When 
|mi,| < 1 and |m2i| < 1, the initial two observations are drawn from the appropriate 
stationary distribution. In the case of a unit root, the Yu process is defined by 
= m2,AV;-,i_i + i = l, 2. 
>"^,0 is set to zero, and V'i,i = AVj-,! is drawn from the stationary distribution. The errors 
Bt are drawn from a bivariate normal distribution with identity covariance matrix. We 
present the simulation results for the process written in the canonical form 
= (B.30) 
where Hi = Ai + A2, H2 = — A2 and Aj = Qji, 0^2), j  = 1,2. Let denote 
the {l,k)th element of Hi. The performance of the onestep estimator and the least 
squares estimator of the elements of H2 are very similar. Also the relative performance 
of the onestep estimators and the least squares estimators of /ii,2i and are similar to 
the relative performance of the estimators for hi^n and hi^22 respectively. Hence results 
for those estimators are not reported here. 
Table 6 gives the ratio of mean squaxe error of the onestep estimator of hi^n to that 
of the corresponding least squares estimator for various combinations of the roots of the 
process. When at least one of the roots of the autoregressive polynomial is close to or 
equal to one, the onestep estimator of hi^n outperforms the least squares estimator of 
hi,n with respect to the mean square error criterion. When one of the roots is equal to 
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one, and all other roots are zero, the onestep estimator has a mean square error that is 
about 22% smaller than that of the ordinary least squares estimator. The gain is similar 
to that in the two dimensional first order process with one root equal to one and the 
other root equal to zero, or that in the first order univariate process with a unit root. 
When all the roots are far from one the two estimators have similar performance. 
Table 7 gives the ratio of mean square error of the onestep estimator of /ii,22 to 
that of the corresponding least squares estimator. When the process has roots close 
to one, the onestep estimator is, in general, more efficient. However, for some of the 
parameter values investigated, the least squares estimator performs marginally better 
than the onestep estimator. The maximum estimated relative efficiency of the least 
squares estimator for the parameter values investigated is about 1.02. The onestep 
estimator is about 15% more efficient than the ordinary least squares estimator when 
the process has two unit roots. 
6. Summary 
A onestep estimator which is an approximation to the maximum likelihood estimator 
of the parameters of a Gaussian vector autoregressive process is suggested. The onestep 
estimator is given in a closed form and easily computable. The numerical calculations 
for the onestep estimator are stable, even when the process has roots close to or equal to 
one. When the process is stationary, the limiting distribution of the onestep estimator is 
the same as that of the ordinary least squares estimator. However in the presence of unit 
roots the onestep estimator has a different limiting distribution than that of the least 
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squares estimator. In the univariate case the onestep estimator reduces to the weighted 
symmetric estimator. In finite samples the onestep estimator is superior to the ordinary 
least squares estimator with respect to the mean square error criterion for most of the 
parameter space and is, especially superior when the autoregressive process has roots 
close to or equal to one. 
Appendix 
Proof of Proposition 1 
We will use the fact that for a matrix, the Jordan block associated with a root 
A repeated r times is diagonal iff the rank of the eigenspace corresponding to A is 
r. Let A, = Qdiag{I,H22)Q~^ and let qy,q2,... be the first g columns 
of Q. Then the rank of the eigenspace of A,- corresponding to the unit root is 
g. .Also since Q is nonsingular, 9i,92'-- - 1% are g linearly independent eigenvectors 
corresponding to the unit root. Let p,-, i = 1,2,... ,^, be /:p x 1 vectors defined by 
Pi = ,9- Then pi,p2, -- ,Pg are g linearly independent 
vectors. .Also Bp^ — p^,i  = 1,2,... ,g.  Then Pi,P2, ••• ,Pg are g eigenvectors of B 
corresponding to the unit root. Thus the rank of the eigenspace of B corresponding to 
the unit root is g. Hence the Jordan block of B associated with the unit root is diagonal. 
Conversely Suppose the Jordan block of B associated with the unit root is diago­
nal. Then the eigenspace of B corresponding to the unit root has rank g. Suppose 
Pi,P2,... ,Pg axe g linearly independent eigenvectors of B corresponding to the imit 
root. Then partition each, vector as p,- = (Pi,i,Pi,2? • • • ^P'i,?)'•> where each p,-j is a fc x 1 
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vector. Because Pi,P2, • • • ,Pg are eigenvectors of B corresponding to the unit root, we 
have Bpi = p,-, i = 1,2,... ^g. Using the form of B we have 
+ • • • + -^pPi.p = P.M 
Pi,I — Pi,2 
Pi,p—I P 'jP ' 
Thus each p,- has the form p,- = . .  •  ,9i)' where q,- = p,-Then 91,92' •• • ^•re 
linearly independent vectors satisfying 
«=i 
Thus • • • i^g g linearly independent eigenvectors of A, corresponding to 
the unit root which implies that the rank of the eigenspace of X]f=i corresponding to 
the unit root is g. Hence the Jordan block of A,- corresponding to the unit root is 
diagonal. A 
As preliminaries to the proof of Theorem 1, we prove several lemmas. 
Lemma 1 Let Atp be as defined in (B.16). Let the errors Cf have absolutely 
continuous distribution with respect to Lebesgue measure. Then for n > k, the roots of 
the determinajital equation 
\Im'' — — ... — Ap,tp| = 0 (A.l) 
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are less than one in absolute value. 
Proof of Lemma 1 
The roots of (A.l) are the same as the roots of the estimator in the first order 
A A / 
form, Btp = {Atp,M )'. Because the errors Cj have absolutely continuous distribution 
with respect to Lebesgue measure and the yt are linear combinations of the errors, 
the regressors in the tapered regression, (cij/i,C2j/25••••'where c,',i = 1,2,... ,n, 
are defined in (B.14), have absolutely continuous distribution with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. The vector of residuals from the tapered regression are also linear combinations 
of the errors ej, and, hence, has absolutely continuous distribution with respect to 
Lebesgue measure. Therefore by Okamoto(1973), the normalized sum of squares and 
products of the regressors, dJ^Sn^tp, is positive definite with probability one, and the 
normalized sum of squares and products of the residuals, See.tp, is positive semidefinite 
with the upper left k x k block, Sii,ee,tp positive definite with probability one. The 
matrices Btp, dJ^Sn^tp and See.tp satisfy the equation 
= ^ tp{dj^Sii^tp)Bip + 'See,tp (A.2) 
Let A be an eigenvalue of and let x be the corresponding eigenvector. Let x = 
x'2 : ... : x'p)' where a,-, / = 1,2, ...,p are fc x 1 vectors. If A ^ 0 then Xi ^ 0. To see that 
Xi 7^ 0, suppose Xi = 0. Then from the identity 
f 
Bt^x = Xx, 
we have 
0 = «! = Xx2 = A^®3 = ... = X''~^Xp 
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That is, a; = 0 and we have a contradiction. 
Then premultiplying both sides of (.A..2) by x", where x '  is the complex conjugate 
of X, and postmultiplying by x we have 
x'((iJ^Sii,tp)x = lAj^x'(dJ^Sn,tp)x -f- x't^e,tpX 
or 
x'(c/J^Sii,tp)ae = |A|-x"((/j'Su,(p)a5 + xiSii.st.ipasi. 
1 • • Because (dj Sn^tp) and Sii,ee,(p are positive definite matrices and Xi is a nonzero vector, 
we have 
1 - |A|^ = (xiSn,„,tpXi)[x*(</7^Sii,tp)®]-^ > 0, 
and, hence, |A| < 1. By Proposition 1, the roots of (A.l) are also less than one in 
absolute value. • 
Lemma 2 Let Vi be a fc-dimensional p-th order autoregressive process with g unit 
roots. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Let Atp be defined by (B.16). Then 
^ f 
converges in distribution to some limiting random variable ^, where £)„ 
is defined in Theorem 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2 
Following Theorem 10.3.3 in Fuller (1996), one can show that Dn[Hois ~ 
converges to a limiting random variable in the meaji corrected case. As A is a nonsingidax 
linear trajisformation of H, DniApis — A) converges in distribution to some limiting 
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random variable in this case. Let Sn^oLSi Sqi^ols be the sums of squares and products 
matrices from the ordinary least squares regression and let Soi.tp be those from 
the tapered regression. Letting 
ROLS ='• SQI^ols — ASU^OLS, 
Rtp =: Sox^tp — ASii^tp- (A-3) 
we have 
Dr.{Aoi^s-^:) = {D-'Sn,OLsDZ')[D-'B:oLs). 
£>„(A;p-A') = {D-'Sn,tvD-')[D-'B:,^), {AA) 
where D~'Su,o£,5-D~' and D~^Rqj^s are converging to limiting random variables, given 
in Theorem 10.3.3 in Fuller (1996). We will show that jD„(Ajp — A) converges to a 
limiting random variable by showing that D~^Sii^tpD~^ is equal to D~^Sh^qlsD'^ 
except for a smaller order term and = D~^R'Q[^^ + Op{i), where the C>p(l) term 
is converging to a limiting random variable. 
Let («Aj) and {iV j) denote Max{i,j) and Min{i,j), respectively. From (B.lo), the 
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n-p+{ivj) n+(ivj) P+i'^j) 
t=p+{iAj)+l 4=n-p+(iVj)+l i=(«A»+l 
n p+(iAj) n 
= X) yt-ip't-j - yt-iyt-i - Y. yt-iy't-j 
'=P+1 t=p+l t=n—p+(iVj)+l 
n+(iVj) P+(«'Aj) 
+ ^ ct-ict.jy,_iy\_j + ^ ct.ict-jyt.iy[__j 
t=n-p+{i^j)+l t=(iAj)+l 
= : 'S'lj.ll.OLS + 
where Sij,n,OLS = Yi't=p+iyt-iy't-j 's the (ii)-th block of Su^oLS and y^ = Yt - Y. 
From the definition of Rtp and Rqls in (A.3), we have 
n+i p n+(ivj) 
Ri>tp = 5^ ct-iCtyt-iy't - 5^ ct-iCt-jyt_iy\_jA' 
'=*+1 J=1 f=(tAj) + l 
n 
= ^ yt-i^t + •'''^01,71 
/=p+l 
= rx,OLS + -k^ol.n, 
where Ri , tp and i t i ,ols are the i-th blocks of Rtp and Rqls-,  respectively. Therefore 
D:'Sn,tpD:' = D;:'Sn,OLsD:' + D-'Kn,nD:\ (A.5) 
•Roi,tp-D„^ = ROI,olsD^^ + Koi^nD^^. (A.6) 
For processes with unit roots ajid finite initial value, the last observation is Op{n^^^). 
In fact, when the process has unit roots, the term converges in distribution to 
a normal random variable for t = n — p,n — p + I,...  ^ n, p is a. fixed positive integer, 
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and the ith component of Yt, Yt^i is associated with a unit root. Also when there are 
unit roots, converges in distribution to where ^ is defined in Theorem 
1 and Yi is the i-th component of Y. When the e-th component is associated with the 
stationary part, Yt,i and Y are (9p(l) and respectively. Therefore 
- Yi){Ytj - Yj)D-^j = Op(n-M, 
for all t,i and j. Also in the unit root case, the term Tij^n ='• n~^{Yt,i — Yi)(Ytj — Yj) 
converges to a limiting random variable, say Tij. Because p is a fixed positive integer, 
we have 
D:'Kn,nD:' = 0,{n-'). (A.7) 
The elements of Koi,nD~^ are finite linear combinations of Thus Koi^nD~^ 
converges in distribution to some limiting random variable T whose elements are the 
same lineax combinations of T.j. Thus from (A.4), (A.5), (A.6) and (A.7), we have, 
I?„(A;,-A') = [D-'Sn,OLsDZ' + 0,{n-')]-\D-'li,,^oLs + Dz'K',,^ 
= D^{Aols - + [D-'Sn,oLsDl']-\D-'K'^,J + 0,{n-'). 
"' ' -1 Because Dn{AQ^g — A ) and Su,oisD~ converge to limiting random variables, see 
Theorem 10.3.3 in Fuller (1996), and converges in distribution to a limiting 
I 
random variable, Dn{A^p—A ) converges in distribution to a limiting random variable. • 
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Lemma 3 Let Kf be a A:-dimensional first order autoregressive process with g unit 
roots and all other roots less than one in absolute vaJue. Assume the process can be 
transformed to the canonical form (B.19) with g unit roots. Let the assumptions on et 
of Theorem I hold. Let rhi > m2 > ... > nig be the g roots of 
llm" - Ai.fpm" Ap,tp| = 0 (A.8) 
with largest absolute values, where Atp is the estimator defined in (B.16). Then the 
limiting distribution of n{mi — l), i = 1,2, is the distribution of the g roots of 
(A.9) 
where is the first g  x  g  block of S, and D n { H f p  —  H  ) converges in distribution to 
Proof of Lemma 3 
By Lemma 2, Dn{H^p — H ) is converging to a limiting rajidom variable, denoted 
by S. We expand the g largest roots of (A.8) around one to obtain 
m< = 1 + (Ji, i = 1, 2 , . . .  ,g, 
where 5 is Op{n~^). Then the determinantai equation (A.S) caji be written as 
[1 + (p - l)i|(/ - Hup) + (/ -
i=2 
0. (A.IO) 
By arguments similar to those of Corollary 10.3.3 in Fuller (1996), the g smallest roots 
of 
[1 + (p - - Hup) + (/ - ^  Hijp)S = 0 
J=2 
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are converging to the g smallest roots of 
\C,{Ht , ,un-I)-SI\=0, 
where is the upper left g x g block of Htp,i and Cg — [I — Y7j=2^i)- Using 
the limiting distribution of Dn[Hi^ — H ), the result follows. 
Lemma 4 Let S be a n x n positive definite matrix. Let ci, ca ... c„ be n complex 
numbers with 0 < Re{ci) < Re{c2) < ••• < Re{cn), where /2e(c,) denote the real part 
of c,. Let Cij = (c, + where q denotes the complex conjugate of c,-. Let C be 
the matrix whose i j -th element is c,j. Then the Hadamard product C o S is positive 
definite. The Hadamard product of two matrices A and B is defined to be the matrix 
H = Ao B such that the element, hij, of H is hij = aijbij, where a,j and 6,j are 
the (ii)-th elements of A and B, respectively. 
Proof of Lemma 4 
Let z = (ci, ^ 2, •^n)' be any nonzero vector. Then 
where the integral exists because i?e(c,) > 0. Thus C is a nonnegative definite matrix. 
n 
z'Cz 
i , j=l 
> 0, 
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Therefore there exists a matrix P such that C = PP'.  Then 
n n 
z C o J l z  = EE  ^ij  ^ iPki Pkj 
ij=l Jk=l 
n n 
k=l i j=i 
n 
~ ^ ^('^iPfcli •••? ~nPfcn)^('*lPfcl 1 "'1 ^ nPkn) • 
k=l 
At least one of the vectors ("iPi-n ••••. ~nPikn) is nonzero. Otherwise some column of P is 
zero and we have a contradiction. Therefore C o S is positive definite. • 
Lemma 5 L e t  { c , /  =  1 , 2 , . . . ^  b e  g sequences of complex numbers such that 
Re{ci,n) > 0 for all i, n. lim„_>oo c,',n = c,i' = 1,2, ...,<7 and /2e(c,) > 0, i = 1,2, ...,<7. 





where kp is a positive integer, Sii,„ is the upper left g x g block of S„ and Sn,n is 
positive definite. .Assume lim„_^oo Sn = S, where S is a positive semidefinite matrix 
and the upper left g x g block, Sn, is positive definite. Let {An} be a sequence of 
matrices, with partition conformable to S, defined as 
o(n~^) 0{n~^f^) 
A„ = 






\ / 0 A22,n 
where An = diag{Xi^n-,^2,n,—^g,n), with A,-,n = 1 — n~^c,-,n- Assimie that all roots, 
possibly complex, of the upper left g x g block of An are less than one in absolute value. 
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{A22,n} is a sequence of matrices with all roots less than one in absolute value, and 
limn-^oo ^22,n = -^.22 where all roots of A22 are less than I — r in absolute value for some 
r 6 (0,1). Let {V„} be the sequence of matrices satisfying the equation 
+ S„. (A.ll) 
Let /(A„,S„) be the matrix function defined by 
/(A„, s„) =: { i - K ®  &  I } -
Then 
lim /(A„,S„) = frco(ci,C2,...,Cp, A22,S), 
where iifoo(ci, C2,Cg, A22, S) is a finite matrix. 
Proof of Lemma 5 
Let An = diag[I — A„A^, J), where is the complex conjugate of An- Now 
/ ( S „ )  =  ( J  -  A ;  ©  KriAn © I){A-' © /)(v;' © J). 
We will show that limits of (J — © A^)~'(A„ © I) and (a;'©/)(v;'©/) exist, 
and are finite. 
By assumption 
\ 
An® An = 
An 0 
0 A22,n 




^ 0 A22,n ^ 
^ / 
+ 
Op(n Op{n 1/2) \ 
Um(l - A.-Air(l - |A,r) = 2{ci + cjr'Re{ci), 
n—foo 
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and \imn-^oa{I — AiA22,n) = I — A22 is nonsingular. From which it follows that 
l i m ( / - ® I )  = :  i f i , o o ( c i , c 2 , . . . , c 5 ,  A 2 2 )  ( A . r 2 )  
n—^oo 
exists and is a finite matrix. 
We will now show that lim„_>.oo(A^^ © J)( V~' ® I )  exist, and is finite. Using (A.11), 
we can write V„ as 
V„ = f; (A.13) 
k=0 
Partition V„ as 
Vn = 
^ Vu,„ Vi2.„ 
V21.„ V22.„. ^ ' Jl,n ^ j 
Then by (A.13), Vu.n = YlT=o + o{n). Therefore the (2.;)-th element of Vu.n 
is (1 — A,Aj)"^crii^„^,j + o(n), (Tii,n,ij is the element of Sii,„. Also by (A.13) 
00 
V2i,„ = ^A^E2i.„A^' + 0(ni/2), 
fc=o 
Vl2 ,n = f] AiS,2.„Ar + 
ik=0 
Now lim„_>oo A„ = /, lim„_».oo A22,n = A22, and all the roots of A22 are less than one in 
absolute value. Therefore by dominated convergence theorem, 
lim V21,n — ~ A22) ^Sqi, 
n-^oo 
lim Vi2.n = Si2(J-A^2)-^ 
n—foo 
Using (A.13), V22,n = ^22.71 + 0(n~^/^), where V22,n is a positive definite matrix ob­
tained as a solution to 
^ 22,n = A22,n 22,n-^22,n + ^ 22,n-








(/ — A22)~^S21 V 22 
The (ul-th element of Vn is 2/2e(c,)(c,' + and V22 is the positive definite 
matrix satisfying 
^22 = ^22^^22-^22 "I" ^22-
Then, Vu = 2dtag[Re(ci), Re{c2},.. • ,/?e(cj)]C o Sn, where C o Su is defined in 
Lemma 4. Because Su is positive definite and /Ze(c,) > 0, / = 1,2, ...,(7, by Lemma 4, 
Vti is nonsingular. Thus 
-I 
lim AZ'VZ' = 
11 0 
(J —A22) S21 V 22 
Then 
lim(A„ 0 l ) ( V ~  0  I )  = :  H 2 , o c ( c i , C 2 , . . . , C g , A 2 2 , S ) ,  (a.14) 
where if2,^(ci,C2 03,^22-S) is a finite matrix. Combining (A.12) and (A.14), we 
have the result. • 
Lemma 6 Let Vt be a A: dimensional pth order autoregressive process written in 
the first order canonical form (B.19). Let all the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Let 
z, defined by (B.ll), be estimated, by 
i = i(/- B;, 0 s;,)-' 
xi{2Vn',„ - </.as( Vi,) - 2vnv,>!;vr,',^) + [,,)}, 
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where Btp is defined in (B.16) and Vii,fp = Then 
. c 
z —yip, 
where the distribution of cp is the distribution of ''2) •••, B221 ^ ci)L{2I — W), 
ri, r2,... , Vg are roots of (A.9) in absolute value, ifoo(-) is defined in Lemma 5, 
W = Diag{W[')Wi +2W-'W2- diag{W['W2W-')Wi, 
Wi = diag{Ggg,'Seen), ^2 = ^ is defined in Theorem 
1, 9 is a mean zero normal random variable with 
Var{^i} = (/ - B2-2'')-^S„,22(/ - B22) 
and S„ is the probability limit of the normalized sum of squares and product matrix of 
the residuals from the tapered regression. 
Proof of Lemma 6 
' A ' 
Let = i(/ - B,, 0 VnU S I)  
and let 
Z2,„ = L{21 - diag{V^l,^)Vn,tp - 2V;;y\,pXj,x'j, + diag{V-l^pXpx'j,V;;ltj,)Vn,tp}. 
rrtv AAA Then z = Zi,„Z2,n. 





\ f \  / 
An 0 





where A„ = diag{Xi^n-,^2,n, • • • ,\,n) and A,',„ = 1 — n"V,-, i = 1,2,... ,g. By Lemma 
1, r,'s are complex random variables with strictly positive real part. By Lemma 2, 
plim„_^oo-822,71 = •822- Now Vn,(p satisfies the equation 
^ ll,tp = BtpV + See,(p, 
with 
n 
S«.tp = n"' [Ut - BtpUt){Ut- BtpUt)\ 
t=P+i 
where U t  = (Uq j, u'lUp_i j)', «,•,(, Ut are defined in (B.15). Then 
n 






n~^ ^  [Ut -  But){Ut -  But)'  =:  n~^ ^  6(6^ +r„,  
f=p+l t=2p+l 
where the elements of T„ are finite linear combinations of ra~'(Vt,, — Yi){Ytj — Vj). By 
arguments similax to those in Lemma 2, r„ is converging to a limiting random variable 
T, where the upper left g x g block of T, denoted by Tn, is nonzero. By Okomoto 
(1979), the upper left g x g block of Tn is positive semidefmite with probability one. 
Because p is finite, 
n-p 





where = Sje+T. Because the upper left block of See, See.ii, is positive definite, 
the upper left g y. g block of See is positive definite with probability one. Therefore 
[n( An 1^1 -022,711 •Sl2,rn -021,711 See,tp] ^ ^2i • • • i ^g)i -022i Oi Oi Sjg]. 
By Skorohod's device we can get a probability space 7^) on which are defined 






\ / . 
A. 
\ 








[n(A„ - /),c/£/of0n,See,lp] ~ [n(A„ - /),0,See.7.], 
0 = blockdiag{I, B22) 
and 
/i7nn->.oo['^(-^7i •^)i-022,711-012,711-021,711 See,7i] — [c^^Ofi'(^li ^2i • • • i ^5)1 022i Oi Oi See] 
for ail a; in B  and P { B )  = 1, and ~ means identically distributed. .A.lso on 
there exists random variables Vu.n and 2i,„ such that Vii,n satisfies 
^ 11,71 = BnV ll,n-0„ + See.n 
with probability one, Zi,„ is defined by 
and 
[y 11.71, ^i,7i) ~ (v'li.tp, zi,„). 
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Then for any subsequence n^, there exist a further subsequence n„i^, such that 
l imk^oo[n{Anr„^ ] =  [diag{fi ,r2,  • •  •  ,  r^) ,  B,  S„],  
for all u? in C and P[C) = 1. Let D = B{\C. Then P{D) = 1, and for all uj in D 
(»^ee,nm^) Satisfies all assumptions of Lemma 5. Therefore by Lemma 5, we 
have 
lim = iffoo(n,r3,...,r5,,B22,S«), fc-+co 
for all u in D. Because the end result is independent of the subsequence we chose, we 
have 
lim Zi^n — — Tg, r^,, ^ 225 Sje). 
Thus 
Since 
c i > 
zi ,„  ^  -H OO 1 '^gi 1 •®22» ^ee)-
• • • 1 ^gi B22t^ee) •••) ^35 ?-^22' 
we have 
^l,n ^ ^2) • • • 1 ^5?-^22' 
To show that Z2,n L~^{21 — W), note that Vn,tp and «p«p have the same rate 
of convergence to limiting random variables. From Lemma 10.3.2 in Fuller (1996), the 
sum of squares cind products of the sample mean of the nonstationaxy part of Xt is 
converging in distribution to Sj^iCC'See.ii Theorem 4.4.1 and Theorem 6.1.2 
in Fuller (1996), the sample mean of the stationary part is converging in distribution to 
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*^1, where 
Var{^y} = 27r/(0) = (/ - - 822)-'. \-i 
where f { u j )  is the spectral density of the stationary component of X f  Then using (A.5) 
and Theorem 10.3.3 in Fuller (1996), we have the result. A 
Proof of Theorem 1 
By Lemma6, 2n~^t^ee,OLsI-~^(z) \sOp{n~^). Expanding [/ + 2n~'S„,o£,5^"'(2)]"S 
from (B.IS), we have 
D:'{Bos-Br = D-'iBoLS-B) 
A ' 
-2n-'DZ'BoLsL-Hi)^..,OLs[I + 2n-'i:,,,oLsL-'{z)]-' 
Modifying Theorem 10.3.3 in Fuller (1996) for the mean corrected case, we have 
/ 
d:\bols-b) 
' c GjhTn, TuSeeia + TioSi^ia) 
9 2. 
Because 




0 B 22 
ajid 
p lim ^ee,OLS — ^eei 
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by Lemma 6, we have 
/ \ / 
D-„'{Bos - B)' + 
^2 / \ 
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Table 1 Empirical properties of the onestep estimator and the least squares 
estimator of an for model (B.22) (n = 100) 
median bias n x MSE percentile 
an a22 au,OLS ^11,05 ^ll ,OLS fln.os ail,0£,5 Oil.OS ail.ots (•2.5,11,013 ^2.5,11,OS 
1.00 1.00 0.940 0.947 -0.070 -0.064 0.772 0.886 -3.57 -3.39 
1.00 0.95 0.950 0.956 -0.062 -0.056 0.635 0.858 -3.42 -3.20 
1.00 0.90 0.951 0.959 -0.059 -0.053 0.590 0.849 -3.40 -3.11 
1.00 0.70 0.956 0.963 -0.054 -0.048 0.504 0.841 -3.22 -2.94 
1.00 0.40 0.957 0.964 -0.053 -0.047 0.480 0.827 -3.21 -2.87 
1.00 0.00 0.957 0.964 -0.052 -0.046 0.464 0.825 -3.15 -2.82 
0.95 0.95 0.902 0.906 -0.057 -0.054 0.642 0.9.30 -2.96 -2.89 
0.95 0.90 0.909 0.911 -0.052 -0.049 0.577 0.922 -2.96 -2.88 
0.95 0.70 0.913 0.917 -0.046 -0.043 0.476 0.899 -2.78 -2.63 
0.95 0.40 0.915 0.918 -0.045 -0.042 0.464 0.907 -2.78 -2.63 
0.95 0.00 0.915 0.919 -0.044 -0.041 0.453 0.896 -2.76 -2.60 
0.90 0.90 0.S59 0.861 -0.050 -0.048 0.616 0.956 -2.72 -2.69 
0.90 0.70 0.S64 0.866 -0.045 -0.043 0.552 0.944 -2.65 -2.59 
0.90 0.40 0.868 0.871 -0.040 -0.038 0.476 0.952 -2.50 -2.43 
0.90 0.00 0.868 0.871 -0.040 0.062 0.491 0.935 -2.53 -2.45 
0.70 0.70 0.667 0.668 -0.039 -0.038 0.767 0.988 -2.44 -2.42 
0.70 0.40 0.673 0.674 -0.033 -0.032 0.700 0.981 -2.28 -2.25 
0.70 0.00 0.675 0.676 -0.033 -0.032 0.723 0.985 -2.35 -2.31 
0.40 0.40 0.380 0.381 -0.025 -0.025 0.965 0.997 -2.25 -2.24 
0.40 0.00 0.381 0.381 -0.022 -0.022 0.932 0.996 -2.16 -2.15 
0.00 0.00 -0.010 -0.010 -0.010 -0.009 1.016 0.999 -2.11 -2.12 
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Table 2 Empirical properties of the onestep estimator and the least squares 
estimator of 022 for model (B.22) (n = 100) 
median bias n x MSE percentile 
Cii 022 022,0LS 022,05 O22,0LS 5 .22,03 A22,OLS ^72.0S 022.OLS ^2.5,22.0LS h.5,22,0s 
1.00 1.00 0.940 0.947 -0.071 -0.064 0.787 0.883 -3.59 -3.40 
1.00 0.95 0.896 0.900 -0.062 -0.058 0.699 0.930 -3.01 -2.91 
1.00 0.90 0.851 0.853 -0.058 -0.055 0.724 0.940 -2.82 -2.71 
1.00 0.70 0.658 0.660 -0.048 -0.047 0.876 0.989 -2.47 -2.46 
1.00 0.40 0.368 0.369 -0.036 -0.036 1.001 0.996 -2.34 -2..32 





t 1.019 1.002 -2.16 -2.17 
0.95 0.95 0.903 0.906 -0.057 -0.054 0.655 0.937 -3.02 -2.97 
0.95 0.90 0.854 0.855 -0.054 -0.052 0.675 0.960 -2.77 -2.72 
0.95 0.70 0.661 0.661 -0.046 -0.045 0.846 0.988 -2.47 -2.47 
0.95 0.40 0.369 0.369 -0.035 -0.035 1.001 0.999 -2.29 -2.27 
0.95 0.00 -0.021 -0.021 -0.021 -0.021 1.015 1.000 -2.17 -2.17 
0.90 0.90 0.858 0.860 -0.050 -0.050 0.643 0.958 -2.75 -2.73 
0.90 0.70 0.665 0.667 -0.043 -0.042 0.789 0.989 -2.38 -2.38 
0.90 0.40 0.367 0.367 -0.036 -0.036 1.020 0.995 -2.21 -2.21 
0.90 0.00 -O.OIS -0.018 -0.018 -0.018 1.031 1.000 -2.11 -2.12 
0.70 0.70 0.668 0.669 -0.039 -0.038 0.791 0.986 -2.43 -2.40 
0.70 0.40 0.375 0.375 -0.030 -0.030 0.997 0.998 -2.24 -2.25 
0.70 0.00 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 1.009 1.002 -2.09 -2.09 
0.40 0.40 0.376 0.376 -0.027 -0.027 0.926 0.999 -2.15 -2.12 
0.40 0.00 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 1.041 1.001 -2.11 -2.12 
0.00 0.00 -0.010 -0.010 -0.008 -0.008 0.996 0.999 -2.00 -2.01 
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Table 3 Empirical properties of the onestep estimator and the least squares 
estimator of an for model (B.28) (n = 100) 
median bias n x MSE 
Oil 022 Oll.OLS Oil,OS ail,OL5 flu,OS OU.OLS "n.os ^ll.OLS 
1.00 0.95 0.953 0.959 -0.058 -0.052 0.705 0.835 
1.00 0.90 0.955 0.959 -0.054 -0.050 0.714 0.891 
1.00 0.70 0.960 0.962 -0.048 -0.046 1.068 0.939 
1.00 0.40 0.963 0.966 -0.042 -0.039 1.5.30 0.948 
1.00 0.00 0.965 0.972 -0.035 -0.027 2.068 0.949 
0.95 0.95 0.924 0.934 -0.035 -0.027 0.484 0.785 
0.95 0.90 0.929 0.936 -0.029 -0.022 0.512 0.826 
0.95 0.70 0.936 0.939 -0.023 -0.018 0.837 0.924 
0.95 0.40 0.933 0.938 -0.020 -0.016 1.400 0.961 
0.95 0.00 0.930 0.934 -0.020 -0.016 1.914 0.982 
0.90 0.90 0.885 0.890 -0.023 -0.018 0.498 0.869 
0.90 0.70 0.886 0.888 -0.021 -0.018 0.829 0.942 
0.90 0.40 0.887 0.890 -0.016 -0.014 1.329 0.971 
0.90 0.00 0.886 0.888 -0.015 -0.012 1.869 0.987 
0.70 0.70 0.688 0.690 -0.016 -0.015 0.979 0.970 
0.70 0.40 0.689 0.690 -0.013 -0.011 1.312 0.989 
0.70 0.00 0.688 0.690 -0.013 -0.011 1.669 1.000 
0.40 0.40 0.390 0..391 -0.012 -0.011 1.250 1.000 
0.40 0.00 0.388 0.390 -0.009 -0.008 1.455 1.000 
0.00 0.00 -0.007 -0.006 -0.003 -0.003 1.145 1.009 
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Table 4 Empirical properties of the onestep estimator and the least squares 
estimator of 022 for model (B.28) (n = 100) 
median bias n x MSB 
Oil CL22 A22,OLS 022,0S 022,0LS 022.05 022,OLS "22.03 ^71.0LS 
1.00 0.95 0.94957 0.94980 -0.00042 -0.00013 0.00062 0.96774 
1.00 0.90 0.89916 0.89952 -0.00064 -0.00024 0.00180 0.98333 
1.00 0.70 0.69735 0.69802 -0.00190 -0.00114 0.02056 1.00097 
1.00 0.40 0.39497 0.39545 -0.00511 -0.00437 0.13125 1.00114 
1.00 0.00 -0.01055 -0.01046 -0.01050 -0.01049 0.50461 1.00507 
0.95 0.95 0.94S7S 0.94894 -0.00147 -0.00123 0.00114 0.92105 
0.95 0.90 0.89814 0.89833 -0.00194 -0.00172 0.00246 0.96341 
0.95 0.70 0.69-553 0.69575 -0.00402 -0.00390 0.02180 1.00734 
0.95 0.40 0.39148 0.39159 -0.00812 -0.00802 0.12845 1.00529 
0.95 0.00 -0.01439 -0.01450 -0.01315 -0.01317 0.46863 1.00418 
0.90 0.90 0.89753 0.89771 -0.00277 -0.00253 0.00380 0.96842 
0.90 0.70 0.69529 0.69534 -0.00475 -0.00459 0.02586 1.002.32 
0.90 0.40 0.39195 0.39206 -0.00807 -0.00797 0.13019 1.00369 
0.90 0.00 -0.01397 -0.01389 -0.01402 -0.01403 0.44221 1.00346 
0.70 0.70 0.69.391 0.69406 -0.00647 -0.00629 0.04129 0.99540 
0.70 0.40 0..39161 0.39157 -0.00884 -0.00877 0.13985 1.00229 
0.70 0.00 -0.01067 -0.01051 -0.01022 -0.01023 0.37800 1.00151 
0.40 0.40 0.39153 0.39145 -0.00841 -0.00834 0.15.365 1.00046 
0.40 0.00 -0.00820 -0.00820 -0.00789 -0.00791 0.30065 1.00060 
0.00 0.00 -0.00826 -0.00827 -0.00778 -0.00781 0.22905 1.00188 
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Table 5 Empirical properties of the onestep estimator and the least squares 
estimator of oji for model (B.28) (n = 100) 
median bias n x MSE 
Gi l  0,22 021,OL5 ^21,05 ^2\,OLS ^21,05 021,OLS 021.05 021.0I.S 
1.00 0.95 1.967 1.972 -0.040 -0.036 0.458 0.87555 
1.00 0.90 1.971 1.973 -0.036 -0.034 0.509 0.92534 
1.00 0.70 1.978 1.979 -0.029 -0.027 0.864 0.96181 
1.00 0.40 1.978 1.982 -0.022 -0.019 1.404 0.97507 
1.00 0.00 1.982 1.986 -0.017 -0.013 2.026 0.98223 
0.95 0.95 1.982 1.988 -0.024 -0.018 0.368 0.86141 
0.95 0.90 1.987 1.991 -0.019 -0.014 0.409 0.89976 
0.95 0.70 1.993 1.996 -0.012 -0.008 0.750 0.96133 
0.95 0.40 1.995 1.997 -0.007 -0.004 1.331 0.97896 
0.95 0.00 1.995 1.998 -0.006 -0.003 1.S83 0.99416 
0.90 0.90 1.992 1.995 -0.014 -0.010 0.441 0.92517 
0.90 0.70 1.993 1.995 -0.010 -0.008 0.776 0.96907 
0.90 0.40 1.996 1.999 -0.004 -0.002 1.334 0.98576 
0.90 0.00 1.998 1.999 -0.002 0.000 1.847 0.99188 
0.70 0.70 1.995 1.997 -0.008 -0.006 0.940 0.97872 
0.70 0.40 2.000 2.000 -0.002 -0.001 1.284 0.98988 
0.70 0.00 1.994 1.994 -0.006 -0.005 1.707 0.99707 
0.40 0.40 1.996 1.996 -0.005 -0.005 1.257 0.99841 
0.40 0.00 1.990 1.992 -0.007 -0.006 1.490 0.99799 
0.00 0.00 1.995 1.997 -0.002 -0.001 1.146 1.00611 
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Table 6 Ratio of the mean square error of the onestep estimator and that of 
the least squares estimator of hi^n for model (B.30) (n = 100) 
run 
0.80 0.00 -0.80 
m22 77122 m22 
mil m2i 0.80 0.00 -0.80 0.00 -0.80 -0.80 
1.00 1.00 0.866 0.870 0.866 0.844 0.827 0.828 
0.95 0.841 0.837 0.829 0.826 0.807 0.814 
0.90 0.823 0.841 0.838 0.837 0.793 0.808 
0.70 0.842 0.823 0.833 0.788 0.804 0.782 
0.40 0.s24 0.827 0.821 0.771 0.797 0.791 
0.00 0.838 0.828 0.826 0.782 0.783 0.787 
0.95 0.95 0.877 0.881 0.881 0.908 0.897 0.921 
0.90 0.889 0.868 0.876 0.897 0.900 0.910 
0.70 0.873 0.869 0.875 0.891 0.903 0.927 
0.40 0.879 0.869 0.867 0.900 0.888 0.919 
0.00 0.862 0.843 0.853 0.892 0.894 0.916 
0.90 0.90 0.897 0.906 0.904 0.940 0.945 0.972 
0.70 0.904 0.900 0.902 0.948 0.948 0.955 
0.40 0.904 0.889 0.910 0.932 0.938 0.975 
0.00 0.912 0.892 0.883 0.939 0.946 0.955 
0.70 0.70 0.950 0.957 0.955 0.988 1.003 1.007 
0.40 0.948 0.951 0.957 0.994 1.008 1.012 
0.00 0.956 0.943 0.945 1.009 0.991 1.013 
0.40 0.40 0.959 0.973 0.975 1.014 1.005 1.003 
0.00 0.967 0.964 0.959 1.021 1.017 1.008 
0.00 0.00 0.993 0.984 0.984 1.010 1.007 0.999 
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Table 7 Ratio of the mean square error of the onestep estimator and that of 
the least squares estimator of /ii,22 for model (B.30) (n = 100) 
mi2 
0.80 0.00 -0.80 
m22 m22 m22 
mil m2i 0.80 0.00 -0.80 0.00 -0.80 -0.80 
1.00 1.00 0.879 0.863 0.846 0.858 0.851 0.835 
0.95 0.885 0.909 0.917 0.908 0.920 0.904 
0.90 0.933 0.946 0.957 0.952 0.957 0.932 
0.70 0.951 0.981 0.991 0.988 0.988 1.006 
0.40 0.959 1.005 1.001 1.003 1.013 0.998 
0.00 0.9.57 1.014 0.997 1.006 1.007 0.998 
0.95 0.95 0.893 0.914 0.911 0.918 0.914 0.904 
0.90 0.912 0.939 0.935 0.952 0.939 0.958 
0.70 0.938 0.981 0.977 0.991 1.006 1.005 
0.40 0.944 1.000 1.002 0.998 1.010 1.005 
0.00 0.956 1.007 1.002 1.013 0.996 1.003 
0.90 0.90 0.897 0.924 0.936 0.940 0.971 0.951 
0.70 0.941 0.977 0.990 0.979 0.997 1.006 
0.40 0.953 0.992 1.003 0.997 1.007 1.011 
0.00 0.956 1.009 1.003 0.999 1.006 1.004 
0.70 0.70 0.949 0.969 0.983 0.997 1.001 1.010 
0.40 0.942 1.002 1.013 1.005 1.012 1.009 
0.00 0.964 1.014 1.005 1.000 1.000 1.001 
0.40 0.40 0.967 1.014 1.006 1.010 0.999 1.011 
0.00 0.977 1.010 1.004 1.001 1.005 1.005 
0.00 0.00 0.976 1.005 1.000 1.009 1.005 1.005 
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CONCLUSIONS 
An expression relating the leading term in the bias of the least squares (weighted 
least squares) estimators of the coefficients of a p-th order autoregressive process to the 
leading term in the unit root test statistic was established. Using the bias expression 
alternative estimators were suggested. For a stationary process, the alternative estimator 
has a mean bias that is of smaller order than that of the least squares estimators. When 
the process has a unit root the alternative estimator has a median bias that is of smaller 
order than that of the least squares estimators. Monte Carlo evidence indicates that the 
suggested estimator is a definite improvement for processes that are nearly nonstationary. 
The suggested estimator can be computed from lecist squares regression output obtained 
using any standard statistical software. 
The estimation and inference problems related to the trend coefficient in a model with 
linear trend and autoregressive errors were studied. Based on Monte Carlo simulations it 
was concluded that almost all of the existing feasible generalized least squares estimators 
of the trend coefficient have comparable finite scimple properties. A new method, using 
the Gauss-Newton procedure, was suggested for obtaining estimates of the standard 
deviation of the feasible generalized least squares estimators of the trend coefficient. 
The new method yields test statistics that are better behaved in finite samples thaji the 
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feasible least squares test statistics. Limiting distributions of the new test statistics were 
derived. 
Ma.ximum likelihood estimation for the coefficient matrices in a Gaussian vector 
autoregression was investigated. A computationally tractable one-step approximation 
to the solution of the likelihood equations was proposed. The limiting distribution of 
the one-step estimator was derived for processes with some unit roots. The finite sample 
properties of the one-step estimator were compared to those of the least squares estimator 
via Monte Carlo simulations. The one-step estimator has better finite sample properties 
than the least squares estimator, especially for processes with unit roots or roots close 
to one. The computations for the one-step estimator involves simple modifications of 
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